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PREFACE
The purpose of this book is to serve as a record of the
Kathmandu Valley towns of Nepal and their inhabitants.
Undisturbed by Western interference. the Newars, the
dominant. highly skilled population group of the lovely
cultivated valley. for many centuries built their sophlstlcated
urban settlements filled with beautiful religious monuments. The few Western artifacts that were imported after
the middle of the nineteenth century were for the sole use
of the ruling families. and the people themselves had
almost no contact wtth the Western world.
Even now the traditional interaction between this agrlcultural society and its unique man-made environment is
largely still intact except In the capital city of Kathmandu.
where change becomes more vis~bleevery year.
This question must be raised from the beg~nning:Who
benef~tsfrom change? Can development and modernization. now being imported from the West, and governed
by drastically d~fferentconcepts of value. really Improve
the standard of l~vingof an anclent soclety whose cultural
achievements are only beginning to be understood? No
matter how well the proponents of change may be
motivated, before plunglng headlong into modernization.
as has been done in so many parts of the world, it behooves them to take a long and thoughtful look.
This book undertakes to observe and to record what
there IS: to examine the existing scene from an onlooker's

point of vlew and to seek some explanations for what 1s
observed. Perhaps the book should have been written ten
years ago, when change was not yet really visible even in
the cap~talof Kathmandu. At that time. development and
foreign aid were not questioned. On the contrary, the only
question was how to move faster. and there was hardly
any critical examinat~on.No one doubted the beneficial
results.
I hope. however. that the book w ~ lmake
l
a contribution
by being published at a time when in many countries the
world over. and especially in Asia, the goals and means of
development are being actively re-examined. Many people
are beginning to look inside their own countries rather
than only to the West.
Great disillusionment with development programs can
be found everywhere. Too often these programs favor only
the rich and support elltist governments while increas~ng
the gap between the r ~ c hand the growing number of the
poor. For the first time in its history. the foreign-aid
program was defeated in the United States Senate in 1971
and survived only after some unsatisfactory compromises.
Since then. unfortunately. nothlng very much has
changed on the policy level. But there is a general recognition of the problems and a heightened awareness
that modernization and development constitute a far
more complicated and slow process than anyone imagined.

Most of all. they require a thorough knowledge of each
society and country. which often precludes the wholesale
transfer of technologies and economic initiatives, although
this is done time and again with disastrous results. The
direct involvement of all the people in their own modernization and development is essential if Indeed they are to
Improve their lives. This requires time and grass-roots
organization. If nothing else, the failures of the recent
efforts have shown the futility of achieving improvement
by superimposing development from the top. It just does
not filter down.
A recent book by Edgar Owens and Robert Shaw.
Developmenr Reconsidered. lucidly puts forth not only
much valid criticism but indeed suggests positive remedies
in many areas: "Thus far United States assistance has not
succeeded in getting at the heart of the human problems
of development because we have relied too much on our
riches and our military mtght. We have tied ourselves too
closely to ruling groups that use United States support
to bolster government by benevolence. We have tried too
much to export our political forms to other worlds."
M y o w n experience in developing countries all over
the world as a journalist and specialist in urbanization.
housing, and urban-economic development confirms In
every way the important statements of Developmenr
Reconsidered, I have witnessed many tlmes in the field
what Owens and Shaw both learned firsthand and are
able to support with figures and statistics.
In Kathmandu and Nepal these findings are eminently
true, except that there is still time t o change before too
much damage is done. Because Kathmandu was closed
to the West until 1951 and because the geographic conditions and lack of any institutional or communication
system have made ~t unusually difftcult to proceed. development has only just begun to affect a very small top
layer of the people. Therefore it is still possible to change
the direction and priorities of development and to reexamine its bass as well as its goals.
This book, by observing the life of the people and
their everyday environment, w ~ l l ,I hope, provide some
lnslghts and clues. Yet it must be clear that such observatlons cannot serve as a substitute for a study in depth.
which must be undertaken at once to make human development the bass for sound modernization. In Chapter
6. the existing s~tuationand parameters are presented and
discussed.
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There is nothing more difficult for those living in a
famlliar environment steeped in ancient traditions than
to make a true appraisal of the values of their inheritance.
Unless these values are carefully guarded against destructlon. modernization will sweep everything away. the
positive along with what needs to be changed. The
Kathmandu Valley's culture and history and especially
their physical expression, the towns and temples. buildings
and monuments, must be seen and evaluated from a
broader world perspective rather than from the local and
familiar one. Only in this way can a true appraisal be made.
Though I have seen, studied. and photographed cities.
towns, and villages all over the world, and the people
who fill them with life, the quallty and the beauty of the
Kathmandu Valley stand out. One cannot help but be
captivated-and
moved to joy and admiration.
What I managed to capture on film will. I hope. help
in telling this story to those all over the world who share
my respect. And I hope it will show those who llve in the
lovely Kathmandu Valley and who are concerned with
decisions about the future the importance and true value
of their inheritance. for it IS they who have to take the
initiative and preserve what they take for granted and
what they therefore may regard as commonplace.
A great deal more research needs to be done pertalnlng
to the bullt envlronment, although a catalogue of the
principal monuments was recently completed by the
Department of Housing and Physical Plann~ngIn Kathmandu. In contrast with the Western world. where historic
bu~ldlngsand monuments are treated with reverence and
also with a hands-off attitude, the monuments and
buildings in the Kathmandu Valley. no matter how exceptionally fash~oned,are part and parcel of the people's
lives and are used by everyone. Magnificent statues serve
to hang laundry, crops are laid out to dry on stupas and
temple steps, barbers use the pedestals of pagodas to cut
their customers' halr. Carved stone elephants and llons
are used by chlldren as playground devices. Life and the
envlronment are st111 one, wlth no artlflcial barriers.
Exquisitely decorated religious monuments are continually worshiped, whlch means that 011, rice, grains, flower
petals, and colored powder are constantly rubbed or
poured over them.
But while the artlstlcally outstanding monuments have
attracted the Interest and research of some art hlstorlans.
the everyday buildings, and especially the highly de-

veloped house forms of the Newars, have yet to be researched. historically documented, and compared with
those of other peasant cultures. The work of the group of
Danish architects that 1s discussed in part in Chapter 4.
"Towns and Housing." is most valuable here. But much
more needs to be done, especially in tracing the hlstoric
development of the Newar houses, which are so d~fferent
from those of other Asian peasant cultures. The house
forms and settlement patterns of a society are indeed
its most immediate cultural expression and the physical
manifestation of its way of life. Yet houses seldom get
the attention they deserve.
Certainly the Kathmandu Valley towns and villages
and houses of the Newars are a most important cultural
expression and need to be studled much more. The observations and illustrations presented here can only
serve to outline the parameters. Also much work needs
to be done to document the interdependence of the traditlonal agr~cultural-religious cycle with the housing and
settlement patterns that have evolved over centuries. A
remarkable balance st111exists between the people and
their built envlronment-a balance that has been utterly
disrupted In the Western world by lndustrializatlon and
transportatlon and especially by cars. It is imperative to
flnd other solutions In Kathmandu.
Change and modernlzation affect first of all the house
forms and settlement patterns of any given culture. This
certainly IS true in the Kathmandu Valley. as is pointed
out In Chapter 3. "Everyday Llfe." In Chapter 4. "Towns
and Housing,'' and In Chapter 6."Continuity and Change."
iherefore a study of the housing and settlement condltions should be made. not only as a historical record but
also as a means of drawing important conclusions for
modernlzation. The indigenous bulld~ng forms have
admirably Sewed the valley inhabitants in the past and
are a sound basis for the future. To discard them in favor
of ~mportedfore~gnIdeas. as has recently begun to happen.
1s a threat to the ecological balance and cultural contlnulty.
Finally. urbanlzat~on has become the most crltical
modern phenomenon worldwide and spells both degradation and ecological doom. Urbanlzation has only
just begun in Kathmandu. the capital. whlch is a magnet
for people from all over Nepal. Urbanlzation. due to the
population explosion and agricultural mechanization.
is creating enormous misery In the developing world-for

Instance. in neighboring Indla. It has created appalling
llving conditions for the millions of unskllled rural ommigrants who are pouring into the cities In search of a
better life and jobs. Yet modern automated Industry transferred from the Western world has no use for unskllled
labor.
The urban newcomers everywhere live in an increasingly polluted. overcrowded. and unhealthy environment
and have no control over their lives. Urbanization IS one
of the most fundamental changes In history that we are
witnessing today. As the economist Barbara Ward has
noted. while until recently and throughout history most
people lived in rural areas, by the year 2000 we shall
have become a predominantly urban world-a
fundamental revolution in the cond~tionof Ilfe. Population
growth. urbanization. change. pollution. and degradation
are a chain reaction that is seemingly inevitable and is
plcking up speed everywhere.
Fortunately the Kathmandu Valley and Nepal are as
yet quite out of the desperate stream of these developments, which In many countries are threatening social
and economic stability. A concerted effort must be made
now to control population growth and immigration into
the towns and citles in order to prevent human and
environmental debasement through haphazard development. The critical time is now. Kathmandu City. as the
pictures here show, is already beginning to show many
adverse results of uncontrolled and misdirected development.
The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment. held in Stockholm in June 1972. was the resuli of
worldwide concern to prevent further degradation of
the natural environment and to take steps against industrial pollution and the reckless depletion of resources.
The future of human settlements and the preservation of
historic indigenous environments was discussed and
supported. A statement of the nongovernmental organizations to the plenary session of the conference clearly
enunciates this by proposing general land-use pollcles
that "preserve and maintain outstanding architectural
monuments, archaeological sltes and areas. . . ."
Another recurring theme at Stockholm was that developing countries should learn from the terrible environmental mistakes made by the developed world and avoid
the one-sided push for industrial and economic growth
that has polsoned and polluted the environment and utterly

debased the quality of life in many parts of the urbanizing
world.
The Kathmandu Valley is an area that needs special
attention and respect because, as I hope is shown in these
pages, its indigenous cultural. artistic, and human contributions immensely enrich our world. These assets should
be preserved. not only for the people of the valley but
also for the world in general, for they are truly an expression
of the genius and Imagination and diversity of humankind.
On my t w o visits to Nepal. I. like many others, came
under the spell of this enchanted valley and its smiling.
happy people. These pictures can convey but a pale
image of the vlbrant reality of the life there-a life that
is joyfully celebrated in the worship of the many gods.
I only hope that readers will find in these pages some of
the enjoyment that I felt in observing this life and the
towns in which it is lived-a scene that, once experienced,
creates the longing to return.
This book would not have materialized wlthout the
help and contributions of many people, most of them
anonymous. who figure in its pages. To them and to their
future. it is dedicated.
Without the help of my guide, Mr. Mukunda Raj Aryal.
a thesis student of flne arts at Tribhuvan University of
Kathmandu. I should never have been able to see what I
did. Thanks to his assistance and constant interpretat~on.
I learned much about the people of the valley and thelr
enchanting towns and settlements. Mr. Aryal's patience
and knowledge have contributed greatly to my understanding of a culture that must be approached wlth respect.

admiration, and humil~ty-and about which I hope to
learn much more.
Then I must express special thanks to Mr. Carl Pruscha.
fellow architect and United Nations Consultant to the
Department of Housing and Physical Planning of His
Majesty's Government. Nepal. His excellent work in
Kathmandu is documented in The Physical Development
Plan for rhe Kathmandu Valley. which is quoted frequently
in this book. I must also thank.the Department of Housing
and Physical Planning and in particular its director. Mr.
Gauri Rimal, for his cooperation and the use of some of
the plans reprinted here.
But I owe more than I can acknowledge to the work
of the eight young Danish architects who so graciously
permitted me to publish thelr drawings and use their
research. Mr. Hans Haagensen. the spokesman of the
group. who all lived in Bungmati village for seven months.
shared with me his observations and his sympathy for a
people who are being propelled into a future they cannot
imagine and do not control. The outstanding work of the
Dan~sh architects. I believe. will greatly enhance the
understanding of the reader, who. I hope, will share my
respect for the achievements of the people of this ancient
Asian valley.
Finally I wish to thank the many officials In Kathmandu
whom I had occasion to interview. M y publishers' patience
was remarkable, especially that of Mr. Ralph Frledrlch.
who worked wlth me by correspondence halfway across
the world. Though I am grateful to all those mentioned and
many more. they are in no way responsible for what I
have expressed in the book.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Kathmandu Valley, with its rich fields, its magnificent
stupas. temples. and pagodas-reflect~ng the grace of the
Himalayan plnes-its ornate palaces. and its sophlstlcated
brick towns begun many centuries ago. seems an exotic
paradise at first sight.
Black Bhairava sternly watches over the people In
Kathmandu's Durbar Square to see that no one cheats
or tells a lie. The huge Bhairava f~gurewas put up near
Kathmandu's palace by King Pratapa Malla. who ruled
In the middle of the seventeenth century. Bhairava, who
IS a form of Shiva and is meant to ~nspirefear, has many
temples and statues all over the valley. But the Kala (or
Black) Bhairava of Kathmandu has a special history.
Even now. to settle a dispute. people say: "Come and
repeat ~tin front of Black Bhairava, if you dare."
A long time ago. the water system In Kathmandu began
to fall because the Vishnumat~ Rlver was drying up.
F~nallythe k ~ n gsent his engineers to follow the rlver
upstream to see why no water came. They arrlved at the
place where the water stopped and dug a hole. There they
discovered a very large rock with the carved image of
Black Bhairava blocklng the flow of the water. So the men
removed ~t and took ~t to Kathmandu, where they set it
up in the center of town to watch over the people. Bhairava's large eyes looked straight at the seat of the chlef
justice across the square. Nobody wlthin his slght could

tell a Ile on paln of death Soon Bhalrava took a terr~ble
toll from the people The klng and the ch~efjustlce flnally
declded they could not allow so many people to d ~ efor
mlnor offenses so they bullt a Shlva temple faclng
Bhalrava He no longer can see the people across the
square for the temple IS In the way and h ~ eyes
s
are flxed
above the crowd below But Bhalrava and the many
other deltles and gods that lnhab~tthe prollflc pantheon
of the rellg~ousculture of the Kathmandu Valley are st111an
all-lmponant power In most people's llves
The flrst tlme I vls~tedBhadgaon the largest town In
the eastern part of the valley the brlght afternoon sun
warmed the red-br~ckbulldlngs and made the lntrlcate
gold decorations of the temples and the palace shlne
The market square wlth the b ~ gNyatapola and Bha~rava
temples was st111full of people A small band of young
muslclans w ~ t hcrude wooden f~ddlesand bamboo flutes
began to play and slng Women carrylng the~rlarge clay
and brass water pots to and from the fountains watched
me guardedly The stone anlmals that llne the steps of the
Nyatapola Temple cast long blue shadows onto the
brllllantly Ilt square It all seemed qulte unreal. as ~f by
some maglc I had been moved Into the past by several
hundred years The spell of the magn~flcentanclent environment was reinforced by the joyful song of the smlllng
muslclans It seemed llke comlngSupona long-forgotten
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paradise far removed from the rush of the Western world.
Then the song was over. and suddenly the spell was
broken by the young musicians rushing at me crying:
"Rupee, rupee!"

THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
The Kathmandu Valley is an oval-shaped, rice-growing
bowl. surrounded and protected by mountains on all
sides. Some 4.000 to 5.000 feet above sea level. ~t is
drained by t w o main river systems: the Bagmati and the
Vishnumati. which are united south of Kathmandu. The
Bagmati then turns south and leaves the valley through
the Chobhar Gorge and eventually becomes part of the
Ganges River system.
The Kathmandu Valley has an area of three hundred
square miles and a population of about 500.000 people.
It is the most developed area of Nepal. and ~t occupies
a strategic location between China and Tibet in the north
and lndia In the south. The valley is just a small part of
Nepal, but it is its cultural and political center and thus
a magnet for people. This may well become its doom.
Nepal. w i t h a population of more than eleven m i l l ~ o n
people (estimated). is about f ~ v ehundred miles long and
a hundred miles wide and has the shape of a rectangle.
It can be divided Into three climatic areas: the hot. trop~cal.
fertile Terai that borders northern lndia and is part of the
Ganges Pla~n;the mountain valleys In the middle, such
as the Kathmandu Valley: and the highlands, which are
sparsely settled and terminate in the Himalayas, whose
peaks are permanently covered w ~ t hice and snow. Given
the geography of Nepal, many tribes and villages have
little or no regular contact with Kathmandu even now.
The notion of nationality IS strange to some of the independent people and tribes that live in distant parts of the
country. The Western world is strictly outslde their experlence. Even now, in the remoter areas of Nepal, trade
IS often l~mitedto basic necessities, such as salt. and many
people do not take part In the money economy.
Kathmandu. the cap~tal,1s officially classified as a clty
and has glven the valley its name. Until the conquest by
the Gorkhas (or Gurkhas) In 1768-69, the Kathmandu
Valley was Nepal. Prithvi Narayan Shah of Gorkha. after
lnvadlng the Kathmandu Valley in 1768. cont~nuedhis
conquests untll he occupied the whole terrltory of present-day Nepal and more.

The Kathmandu Valley until quite recently was an
agricultural world by itself, always self-suff~cient, often
flourishing, and naturally isolated by impassable mountains
in the north and by malaria-infested jungles in the south.
More recently, in the nineteenth century and until 1951,
Nepal was deliberately isolated from Western influences
by its rulers. and very few Europeans were allowed to
visit even Kathmandu.
Yet because of ~ t slocation on one of the main crossroads of Asia. ~twas also a flourishing trade and cultural
center throughout h~story.The success of its merchants
can st111be seen In the buildings of its towns. The mixture
of its people reflects not only the coming and going of
many traders, often from far away, but also the many
migrations and conquests of Asia, for it was the protected
Kathmandu Valley that often became the goal of refugees.
especially from Indla.
The valley is favored by an excellent cl~mateand h ~ g h
fert~lity.The terraced fields, so lusciously green during
the wet rice season. are crowned by thick w h ~ t emonsoon
clouds. In the dry time of year this scenery gives way to a
yellow. green, and brown bucolic landscape against a
brilliantly blue sky etched w ~ t hthe snowy peaks of the
mountains.
Most of the people of Nepal, or some ninety-seven
percent. are peasants and make their l ~ v i n gentlrely from
the land. The vast majority depend on an agricultural
subsistence economy. I n the Kathmandu Valley, however.
dependence on agr~cultureis considerably less. although
practically every family IS even now in some way still
connected with the land. Throughout history, farming of
the fertile valley has been the main occupation of the
people. Farming 1s h ~ g h l ydeveloped to produce excellent
has been practiced for centuries.
yields. and irr~gat~on
But only hand tools are used, and these are of the most
basic kind. In Chapter 3. "Everyday Life." the indigenous
customs and culture of this agricultural soclety are further
discussed.
THE M A N - M A D E ENVIRONMENT
The Newars form the largest group of the multitrlbal and
fortymultiracial Kathmandu Valley population-some
f ~ v epercent-and they are responsible for the artistically
sensltlve design and construct~onof the urban brick settlements, which are st111in use today. The high point of the~r

creatlve bullding activities was reached under the Malla
kings, who ruled in the Kathmandu Valley from the thirteenth to the eighteenth century.
The settlements are compact. concentrated. and quite
medieval in appearance. although many now have some
electricity. That an agr~culturalsoclety achieved the unusually refined urban quality of the Newar settlements
has been explained in part by the need to preserve agricultural land in the valley. which was densely populated
throughout recorded history and probably a long time
before that. In many cases. land that cannot easily be
used for cultivation-for instance, on the tops of hills-is
used for the towns.
The towns are not much larger than villages, except
for the clty of Kathmandu itself and neighboring Patan.
Their layout. their plans. their street patterns and squares.
the housing, and the relationship of narrow streets to
open areas reveal a superb sense of design. a mastery of
materials. and a highly developed craftsmanship.
The bulldlngs are mostly of handmade fired br~ckand
have wooden roofs covered with tile or straw. Often
stone is used for the many ornate temples and richly carved
and decorated monuments. Many of the ancient narrow
streets paved with brick and stone are stdl in use. although
damaged by time. Numerous fountains. water tanks. and
paved market squares, sometimes hundreds of years old.
still serve the present inhabitants.
The settlements located along the trade routes between
Tlbet and India were flourishing commercial centers that.
compared to the rest of the world at that time, enjoyed a
very high standard of living and well-being during most
of the Malla rule. The man-made environment-the towns
and their deslgn and the way the houses are built-is
discussed in more detall In Chapter 4. "Towns and Housing."
The richly decorated palaces of the Malle rulers stdl
dominate the Durbar squares of the three principal towns:
Kathmandu. Patan. and Bhadgaon. Besldes the temples
and religious monuments, the palaces are the most
prom~nentbuildings of these towns, the vis~bleexpression of the power of the kings.
After Prithvi Narayan Shah had conquered and again
unified the valley. he bullt for hlmself. as a symbol of this
un~flcation,an addltion to the Malla palace In Kathmandu.
For this purpose, he recruited the best Newar craftsmen
from the three Malla kingdoms.

This extensive palace addition. however, also marked
the beginning of the decline of an era of great indigenous
artistic expression. The Newars' unique quality of building and artistry that flourished under the Malla kings
gradually lost the rulers' support. In the nineteenth century.
the Tibet-India trade routes going through Nepal also
began to lose importance because of the consolidation
of British rule in India. The income and wealth of the
Newar towns declined. and bullding activities decreased.
After the middle of the nineteenth century, the Rana rulers,
the hereditary family of prime ministers. began to import
European bullding styles. Following a visit to Europe by
Jang Bahadur Rana in 1850. French Renalssance palace
architecture was brought to Kathmandu.
Another addition to the old royal palace in the center
of Kathmandu was built by the Ranas with pseudoRenalssance columns and stucco decorations all painted
white. Thls new wing was stuck onto one of the wonderfully carved original towers. thereby obliterating one of
its facades. At present. the palace in the center of Kathmandu is an astonishing architectural mixture. There are
the intricately decorated brick-and-wood Newar buildings.
created during several centuries of Malla rule: then the
additions built by Prlthvi Narayan Shah; and finally the
whitewashed wing of n~neteenth-centuryimitation French
Renaissance classicism facing Kathmandu's busy market
square.
The largest of the new palaces, the Singha Durbar
or Lion Palace. was built by one of the later Rana rulers
on the outsk~rtsof Kathmandu. influenced by the palace
of Versallles. Thls nineteenth-century Imitation French
edlfice. which was destroyed by fire in July 1973. had
over one thousand rooms and was built for the private
use of the ruling Ranas, their wives. and concubines.
It was so large that in recent times it housed most of the
offices of the government. Several smaller palaces built
by branches of the Rana family can be found on the outskirts of Kathmandu.
RELIGION AND ITS MONUMENTS
Religlon 1s the anchor. bass. and regulator of this society. The physlcal expression of religion is omnipresent
In the man-made environment. Nepal today and through
history has been a Hindu kingdom. But the historical
Buddha was born in Lumbini in the Terai in the south
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of present-day Nepal. Most of the people practice Hinduism now. but they also worship at Buddhist stupas
and shrines. Not only have Buddhism and Hinduism become entwined. but worship of a variety of new joint
deities has also evolved. Numerous different incarnations
of the gods require attention at different times of the day
and year. according to a complicated calendar of movable
feasts. There are also all kinds of demigods as well as
good and evil spirits that continue to live in the customs
of the people. This prollfic pantheon is handsomely represented in an abundance of sculptures. monuments,
chaityas (shrines in stupa form). figures. decorations.
and even vessels and stones. Splendidly ornamented
temples. high-tiered pagodas, and whitewashed "Kathmandu stupas" w i t h their watchful eyes and golden
crowns decorate every village and town. Many monuments
are dedicated to the gods most important in an agricultural
soclety: those deallng with fertility and rain. The gurhi
system. which is discussed in Chapter 3. supports the
temples and festivals. The traditional extended family
is still the center of the religion-based social customs,
and age is the object of reverence and respect. Old people
enjoy a special position of privilege and preside at famlly
festivals that all have religious overtones.
It has been said that the shape of the pagodas so prevalent all over eastern Asia was first developed in Nepal.
This form is supposed to have been Inspired by the
H~malayanpines. The graceful silhouettes of tiered pagodas dominate many of the Kathmandu Valley towns and
accent their skylines. Stone temples showing South
Indian influences and many typical indigenous Kathmandu
stupas and chalryas decorate carefully proportioned
t o w n squares.
Buddhist monasteries. thelr paved courts filled w ~ t h
sculptures, memorials, chaityas. religious symbols. and
figures of all kinds. are scattered throughout the larger
towns. Huge fierce-looklng temple lions or dogs often
guard thelr doors. The famous stupas of Swayambhunath
and Bodnath, as well as the most sacred Hindu temple of
Pashupatinath, attract streams of pilgrims from far away
w h o often stay for days in the vic~nityof these shrines.
In 1934. a major earthquake shook the entire Kathmandu
Valley and did enormous damage. Many old temples
collapsed; some were rebuilt. especlally in Patan, but
others were never reconstructed. and only a few pictures
of the lost buildings st111exist. Even now one can still see
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cracks in the brickwork of many buildings that are the
result of the earthquake. The temples and monuments
that were rebuilt. after the 1934 destruction fortunately
followed traditional methods and models.
The chapter "Festivals and Religious Life" shows the
primacy of the gods over the people's lives and the importance of the religious monuments.
PRESENT-DAY PROBLEMS
After the 1951 revolution. which removed the Rana
usurpers and restored King Tribhuvan t o his legitimate
rule. more and more people from the West came to Nepal.
They greatly admired the art treasures. the towns. the
temples. and the Newar architecture. One slde effect was
that large quantities of Newar art-called Nepalese art
abroad-were sold to avid collectors. Although by now
all exports of antiques have been stopped, many old
buildings are lacking sculptures or carvings that were
removed and sold abroad.
Recently many people. especlally In Kathmandu. who
can afford to modernize their houses have begun to tear
out the old intricately cawed wooden window frames and
screens that are typical of Newar butldings. Instead.
imported glass panes set into cheap commercial frames
are used. There seems to be little appreciat~on of the
beauty of the traditional architectural heritage. It is, after
all, what the people have always known and today consider out of date. To many, commercial imports from the
West. no matter h o w poorly made, seem more desirable.
Bullding, particularly In Kathmandu. n o w follows
entirely foreign Ideas. using methods and materials imported from India. Instead of brlck and wood. imported
cement IS preferred. A cement plant is under construction
and will start operating about 1974 or 1975 to replace
high-prlced lmponed cement. But many people fear that
this cement plant will pollute a large area of the valley and
damage crops in its vicinity.
Bricks are manufactured now to unlform standards by
a new Chinese-sponsored plant that produces bricks
more weather-resistant than the handmade kind. These
hard bricks can be used without the recently introduced
cement cover, whlch not only cracks but also grows an
ugly black fungus during the monsoon.
Unfortunately it has become the fashlon to plaster
over the handsome old brlck walls to make them look

new. More and more buildings are being renewed In
this way. especially In the center of Kathmandu. To
enlarge buildings. upper stories built of cement with
commercial window frames are added.
Recent office build~ngsare bigger and higher than many
of the old temples and pagodas of Kathmandu. They are
greatly admired by all the Nepalese who vis~ttheir capltal.
Telephone poles and electric poles are everywhere. Wires
like slash marks crisscross the graceful tiered pagoda roofs.
and huge transformers are often installed even on temple
roofs. The traditional skyline of red-tile roofs is being
destroyed by new higher buildings.
Some attempts have been made to copy traditional
buildings by using imported materials. Predictably. the
results are poor. since the imponed architects frequently
misinterpret the local traditions. For instance. cheaply
made plastic decorations. lmltating the old woodcarvings.
are used on a prominent new offlce buildlng In Kathmandu.
or genuine old window frames are used to decorate new
construction. But the comb~nation often turns out to
look fake. At present the population of the city of Kathmandu is growing rapldly because of the growth of the
government. New homes are being built on the outskirts
of the city by those In high administratwe positions, who
prefer white stucco bungalows. copled from those of
India. These dispersed houses waste precious agricultural
land and represent a total break with the local building
trad~tlons and the past. Unfortunately the new living
patterns set the pace for private resldentlal development.
The traditional bullding skills appear to be lost for lack
of use.
But what IS really needed. a modern water-supply and
sewage system, street paving and drainage, seems strictly
beyond the capablllties of the government and all the
foreign-aid programs combined. To really accomplish
modernization. the urgently needed urban infrastructure.
especially a dependable water-supply and waste-disposal
system. will finally have to be bullt. To date, these basic
requirements of modern living have been almost totally
neglected. Yet every day more people come to Kathmandu.
maklng the sanitation problems ever more urgent and
damaging the hlstor~cenvironment. The rapid Increase
of population In Kathmandu Clty results malnly in the
overcrowd~ngof the oldest and most unsanitary buildings
and neighborhoods. The chapter "Continuity and Change"
deals with the problems of development.

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
How will the people of the Kathmandu Valley accommodate their own very spec~alenvironment to the needs
of the future? How w ~ l they
l
deal with change?
The process of modernlzatlon can be effectively guided
by first adapting the inherited environment to new uses.
Buildlng and rebuilding is a continuous process that can
be observed in old towns everywhere in the world. Most
of the Kathmandu Valley st111reflects a traditional soclety
and religious culture. Modernization. as mlght be expected.
is beginning to become visible flrst In the capital. and what
happens in Kathmandu influences the rest of Nepal.
The Physical Developmenr Plan for rhe Kathmandu
Valley. prepared by the Department of Housing and
Physical Plannlng of His Majesty's Government. flrst
published In 1969. and further developed since. proposes
many posltive steps. It in~t~ates
the creation of historlc
zones In the city of Kathmandu and the other major towns
and outlines a formula for the preservation of historic
monuments. A process of balanced growth is proposed.
based on the social, economic, and physical data set forth
In the plan. In turn, this plan for the Kathmandu Valley
should serve as a model for other regions of Nepal by
suggesting a framework for coordinated development.
Economic and physical development are coordinated
In the Fourth Plan (1 970-75). the economlc development plan prepared by the Natlonal Planning Commission
of His Majesty's Government. Thls is an important step
In the right dlrection, slnce economic objectives usually
take priorlty over physical development.
But sound modernization can result only when the
people fully panicipate in the process of change. And
only if tangible and visible Improvements are achieved
will the majority become interested In partlclpation. In
no area can change be demonstrated and understood as
readily as In the physical environment. The modernization
of the physical environment mostly precedes the much
slower modernization of soclal institutions. A new approach, requiring education and soc~alchange, can often
best be demonstrated v~sually by physical innovat~on.
In turn. new attitudes establ~shednow will set the dlrection
for future modernization, u n t ~finally
l
a process of development is established.
Therefore the kind and quallty of buildingfhat 1s golng
on in Kathmandu now may well become crucial for future
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development. The valley. by virtue of its geography, is
subject to air pollution and is in great danger. Growththat is. one-sided economic growth-has
proved in
many developing countries to be a limited goal. creating
many new problems while falling to improve the life of
the majority. Kathmandu faces these problems now. It
also faces the danger of destroying its matchless historical
monuments. ~ t sagricultural resources. and the unique
traditional urban building patterns that are in harmony
with the natural environment.
Tourism is at present the largest and most promising
growth industry in the Kathmandu Valley. Tourism produces a quick return. much foreign exchange, and many
new jobs. It also establishes the need to protect and
preserve the historical environment. which is a primary
economic asset to attract tourists from all over the world.
Therefore a carefully directed development of tourism
going hand in hand with preservation and restoration of
h e architectural environment could well be one positive
road into the future. Economic development and tourism
are discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
Despite its long physical isolation. Nepal is at an important crossroads of Asia and shares t w o long borders.
one wlth China and the other with India. Neither the
mountains in the north nor the jungles in the south offer
much protection now. The economic and social penetration from the West knows no physical barriers and few
political ones. Ideas and information travel around the
world with the speed of sound.
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When strongly held ideas and opposite cultures meet.
they need not destroy each other or the unfortunate people
who are caught in the conflict that results. even though
history is full of examples of this. Another route is one of
cooperation and sharing. In turn. past and future can be
reconciled in the present by adapting innovations creatively and by preserving the values of tradition without destroylng their sound base. This requires great leadership
and understanding of the values that are involved. It also
requires a pragmatic approach. step-by-step implementation. and constant adjustment of planned change so
that the majority of the people are not left behind. This
book tries to focus attention on both and on ways to
comblne tradition and change.
The inhabitants of Kathmandu and of all Nepal will
have to work out their own relations with the West and
wlth the powerful neighbors on which the country is
dependent, for Nepal has no industry and no access to
the sea. Given its location, it will have to decide its own
priorities. its own polit~calfuture, and its own rate of
change, as well as what is Important to preserve.
Now, more than two decades after the country was
opened to the West, change 1s beginning to affect the
environment drastically and touch the lives of Increasing
numbers of people. But the bountiful nature of the valley
is still in balance with its inhabitants, thelr buildings.
and thew settlements. They still form a whole. Thls is what
our industrial world has lost, and this is the great treasure
of the Valley of Kathmandu.

2. THE TALE OF HISTORY
The history of Nepal is still In the process of b e ~ n gresearched and written W h ~ l esome carefully documented
histor~calaccounts have been prepared, much more remains to be done What is available is often rlchly embroidered w ~ t htales and legends of all klnds, frequently
Influenced by fanciful relig~ousbel~efs Fact and fiction
are hard to separate Yet for the purpose of gaining some
understanding of the culture and ideas that formed the
man-made environment, the tales and folklore that are
the liv~nghistory of the people are as Imponant as cold
documented facts espec~ally slnce the vast majority of
the people do not read or write The stories are their only
real~tyand living connection with history The delightful
imagination that created many of the legends certainly
IS a fact that must be reckoned with In any anempt to
learn about the people and the environment they have
built to support and express their soclety and way of life
ANCIENT LEGENDS AND BUDDHIST CULTURE
The historical accounts of the Kathmandu Valley go back
thousands of years to anclent Buddhist and Hlndu legends
According to these the valley once was a huge round
lake This lake the Buddhists say was inhabited by holy
Nagas or serpent gods including Karkot Raja king of
serpent delt~eswho is said still to dwell in Taudah Pond

beyond the Chobhar Gorge, through which the Bagmati
River drains the valley to the south. In ancient times, many
pilgrims. mostly ascetics from India. came to visit the
lake that filled the Kathmandu Valley. One. the Bodhisattva Manjusri (or Manjushree). is said to have come
with his followers from China to worship the radiant flame
of Lord Swayambhu, the God Supreme. With his scimitar.
Manjusri cut an opening in a low hill south of the lake.
creating the Chobhar Gorge. and thus he"drained the
waters. He left his followers to settle the valley. and before
he depaned he made one of them king.
The Hindu legends say that Vishnu, with his discus.
cut a passage through the mountains to drain the lake.
creating the Valley of Kathmandu. Geological findings.
the fertile valley floor. and. the abundance of clay suggest
that the legends are true: that a lake once covered the
valley floor.
The Swayarnbhunath Stupa is on a hilltop a few miles
west of the center of Kathmandu. Erected by Buddhist
saints over t w o thousand years ago, the dome is said to
protect the Divine Light of Swayambhu. the Self-existent
One. the God Supreme. It is thought that in ancient times
the holy men and pilgrims who came to the lake that then
covered the Kathmandu Valley saw a brilliant radiant
flame emanating from a lotus blossom. This indicated to
them the location for the stupa. After the waters had lett
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the vallev, they built the Swayambhunath Stupa In that
place.
Over the centuries, thousands of p~lgrimscame annually to worship at the famous shrine. Until recently.
they had to climb a steep flight of three hundred steps to
reach the stupa platform. N o w a road has been built. The
main stupa is surrounded by dozens of smaller ones. also
called chaityas. and all kinds of fam~lymemorials that are
richly carved and decorated. A metal fence encloses the
huge white base of the main stupa, w ~ t hrows of muchused prayer wheels on every fence post. Two large temple
l ~ o n sguard the access to the stupa from the main stairs.
Between them. an enormous metal thunderbolt. called
a bajra (vajra). faces visitors and pilgrims who ascend
the steep steps. The bajra symbolizes the gratefulness of
the Buddha to Indra. the king of the Hindu gods, who
came to rescue him with a thunderbolt when he was
aitacked by demons.
To either side of the stupa and facing the main access
to the platform are t w o smaller temples. Tra Tapa Pur and
Annanta Pur. Two fierce-looking temple wardens protect
the entrance to the platform of the stupa. But-so one
story says-the wardens are not there to keep anyone out
but to prevent the Lord Buddha from leaving the Swayambhunath Stupa. The Tibetans. the story goes on.
offered the Buddha a new and richer temple if he would
come to Tibet. The people of the Kathmandu Valley did
not want him to leave: so they stationed the two soldiers
as guards next to the stairs.
The stupas of the Kathmandu Valley are unique In
their shape and symbolism and quite different from those
In Burma and Thailand and other parts of Asia. The whitewashed hemispheric body is crowned by a square-based
tower w ~ t ha palr of slanted eyes painted on each of the
four sides. Above the four pairs of pensive eyes is an elongated gold crown made of thirteen rings topped by more
decorations and prayer flags.
Every stupa In the Kathmandu Valley must have f ~ v e
elements. First. each must have prayer wheels all around
its base. Next. there must be a solid w h ~ t edome forming
the base, the symbol of the womb of the mother of the
Buddha. Third, the stupa must have t w o eyes to represent
the sun and the moon. the local explanat~onb e ~ n gthat
these are the ever seeing eyes of Lord Buddha watching
over Nepal and its people so they do not m~sbehave.
Between the eyes is a round third eye: a raised circle.
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the peace symbol of the Buddha. also said to represent
his purity. A decoration that looks like a question mark
between the eyes represents the flame of the Buddha's
knowledge. Another verslon says that this decoration is
the shape of the spinal column of a man in meditation-a
divine quality. Only by meditating can purity. symbolized
by the third eye. be gained.
The fourth element needed for each Kathmandu stupa
is the "thirteen steps of becoming pure." These steps are
symbolized by the thirteen rings above the square tower
with eyes. The fifth element. a sort of crown at the top
above the rings. stands for the end of sorrow and the
attainment of N l ~ a n a ,a state that can be achieved in
one's lifetime. according to Buddh~stbel~ef.Prayer flags
of all kinds are usually attached to the top of a stupa and
can be seen from far away fluttering in the wind.
The Swayambhunath Stupa is surrounded by numerous
rel~giousbuildings and houses that are the homes of
many monks and their families. including some who have
recently fled from T~bet.Small monkeys play and run
around the many smaller decorated stupas and monuments looking for food. Children flnd the paved platform
of the stupa a good place for their games. There are always groups of Buddhist visitors and pilgrim fam~lies
from all over the country. from India and beyond.
Gautama. the histor~calBuddha. is said to have been
born In Lumb~niIn the Tera~in 536 B.C. He vis~tedand
preached In the valley during the fifth century B.C. A
memorial pillar erected in 250 B.C. by Emperor Ashoka
of Ind~a.a patron of Buddhism. was found in L u m b ~ n ~ .
Buddhist missionaries sent by Ashoka also came to the
valley, and most inhabitants of the area became Buddhists
as a result. The four anclent stupas of Patan are said to go
back to Ashoka's tlme. Accord~ngto Toni Hagen. the
SWISSgeographer and expert on Nepal. these four monuments are not actual stupas. w h ~ c hare erected over relics
of the Buddha. but are chaityas representing the four ages
of the world. D. -R. Regm~,the Nepalese h~storian,says
the maln d~fferencebetween a stupa and a chaitya is that
the latter does not contain a relic, nor is it assoc~atedwith
the memory of any Buddhist salnt or preacher.
By the end of the third century B.C. some of the famous
Buddhist stupas of the valley had been built. Besides the
hilltop stupa of Swayambhunath. the stupa of Bodnath
(or Bauddha) attracted pilgr~msfrom far away. There a
circular town grew around the huge circular stupa base.

Several monasteries next to the Bodnath Stupa house
Buddhist monks, including at present also Tibetan refugees. The Chini Lama. who claims to be the Dalai
Lama's representative in Nepal. lives in Bodnath in one
of the old houses facing the stupa. where he makes a
living by selling Tlbetan rugs and antiques.
Buddhism was the original faith of the valley and its
cultural base. From a variety of records. including accounts
of Chinese travelers. ~t is apparent that the Kathmandu
Valley developed very early, no doubt because of its excellent climate and fertility. According to The Physical
Development Plan for the Kathmandu Valley. a relatively
advanced stage of urban culture was reached very long ago
in the early established towns. Religious motives were
the reason for the towns. Many Buddhist monasteries
called bahal or vihara were built. Such a monastery usually
consists of a temple facing a square courtyard surrounded
by buildings used by the monks. The courtyard is often
filled with a number of chaityas. or small shrines. Other
courtyards connected wlth the main one provide more
houslng.
The shape of the typlcal family compound, housing
the traditional extended family. is similar to that of a
bahal with a chaitya for family worship in the center of
the court. The bahal building form IS the basic unlt of the
Newar towns. Studylng the recently made plans of the
towns. one can readily dlscern these grouplngs, whlch
are repeated over and over throughout all settlements and
result in closely concentrated building patterns.
THE ORIGINS OF THE PEOPLE
The people of the Kathmandu Valley are a mlxture of
many dlfferent AsIan groups and trlbes, slnce for centuries
the valley was a polltlcal and rellglous refuge. as well as
a trade center between Tlbet and Chlna In the north and
lndla In the south Because the valley was always fertlle
and wealthy lt became a cultural center and a center of
attraction for people of dlfferent orlglns very early In ~ t s
history
The most Important populatlon group In Nepal todaynumerically soc~ally and polltlcally speaking-1s composed of Indo-Aryans from northern lndla There are also
numerous trlbal groups of Mongolian orlgln from east
and southeast Asla (Burma), as well as T~betand the
north Ton1 Hagen. who has traveled all over Nepal for

many years and who knows this beautiful country bener
than anyone else. including most Nepalese. divides the
people into Tlbeto-Nepalese and Indo-Nepalese groups.
He names some twenty-one dlstlnct tribes. Many of the
tribes or groups do not even understand one another's
language.
The historlan D. R. Regmi believes that the people
who flrst settled in the valley about the seventh century
B.C. came to Kathmandu via northern lndia but were of
Tibeto-Burman origln. The next group. the Klrata tribes
who arrived from the seventh century B.C. to the second
century A.D.. also came from northern lndia through the
Bagmati River valley vla eastern Nepal.
The Newars-who
still form the largest population
group of the valley. have a language and literature of
their own, and are the originators of the towns and culture
-are a mixture of both populatlon groups. They are consldered the aboriginal inhabitants of the Kathmandu
Valley. who have changed their appearance through intermarriage wlth Indo-Aryans. The last census found that
in the Kathmandu Valley over half the people speak
Newari. over forty percent speak Nepali. and five percent
speak Tamang.
Recorded history says that the Newars were ruled by
a succession of Indo-Aryan kings. such as the Licchavis
and. later. the Mallas. The Malla rulers, who became completely absorbed into the Newar culture of the Kathmandu
Valley. are considered t o have been high-caste Newars.
although they practiced the Hindu religion. Yet Buddhism was the predominant religion of the Newars during
the Malla rule. In fact the t w o religions complement each
other and frequently share temples, shrines, and deltles.
besides adding new joint gods. There are also tantric elements and animism in the rlch religious life that dominates
this society.
The caste system was brought to the Kathmandu Valley
and Nepal in anclent tlmes by the Indo-Aryans and has
been reorgan~zedseveral tlmes. The Hindu Shah kings of
Gorkha. after conquering the valley in 1769. took over
the hlghest castes. and the Newars were classifled as
the largest caste of Nepal wlthin the new system. But
~t should be made clear that when one speaks about the
cultural and artistlc achievements of the inhabitants of
the Kathmandu Valley, the Newars are the population
group that made these contributions. The Newars built
the towns. the palaces. and the multitude of religious
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monuments for Buddhist and Hindu worship. They also
achieved a remarkable synthesis of these t w o dominant
religions by physically representing in related ways the
most fanc~fuland imaginative mythology of gods. demigods. and good and evll spirits of every kind.
HISTORICAL TIMES
The Licchavi Period: Third t o Twelfth Century. The
Licchavi period IS generally considered to be the first
historical age of the valley. The Licchavis came from
northern Indla, whence they were driven out at the end
of the second century. They gradually conquered a good
deal of territory, including the Kathmandu Valley. and
they brought with them people of all castes from northern
India. Durlng their rule. the Kathmandu Valley prospered.
Trade and commerce was expanded, and agriculture. art.
and architecture flourished.
Records show that in the seventh century a Buddhlst
princess of Nepal was married to the king of Tlbet, who
simultaneously married a Chinese Buddhist princess. The
t w o queens converted the king of Tibet to Buddhism. a
step that strengthened Tibet's ties wlth Nepal. During the
Licchavi period. trade was highly developed, primarily
wlth Tlbet and also with China. which was one of the
most prosperous nations at that time. The people of the
valley became wealthy. Irrigation was introduced, and
agricultural production was thereby increased. According
to The Physical Development Plan for the Kathmandu
Valley. the rulers understood the importance of supporting
agriculture, although trade was the foremost economlc
concern. The country enjoyed a monopoly on trade passing
between Tlbet and India.
The town of Devpatan had been established before the
Llcchavis came to the valley. They made it their capital
and erected their palace there in the sixth century A.D.
Several vlllages were built on the rlver banks. Including
one on the route to Tibet on the site of present-day
Bhadgaon. The townshlp of Sankhu was establlshed on
another road to Tlbet. Toward the end of the seventh
century. Patan was lald out on the slte of the four old
Buddhlst stupas that are s a ~ dto go back to Ashoka Later
~twas enlarged Into a compact town.
One of the later Llcchavi kings establlshed a town on
the bank of the Vlshnumati River. where several villages
already existed. It was called Kasthamandap (literally.
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"the wooden building"), or Kathmandu, having been
named after a large buildlng constructed from the wood of a
single tree. Karh means "tree." and mandu is "house" in
Newari.
Another account of the clty's founding is that Lakshminarasimha Malla built the Kasthamandap, a wooden temple that gave the name Kathmandu to the city of Kantipur.
In fact, until the sixteenth century. Kathmandu was frequently called Kantipur. The Kasthamandap Temple.
which is in the center of present-day Kathmandu. is
considered to be the oldest wooden building anywhere
In the world.
Both Hinduism and Buddhism flourished, although
the klngs were followers of Shlva and Vishnu and the
Hlndu creed. The social organization was basically a
Hindu caste system, with shared Buddhist and Hindu
deities. As the valley was increasingly prosperous and
therefore desirable. it became a target for neighboring
rulers and invasions of conquerors. As a result. political
unrest grew.
The Malla Rulers: End of Twelfth Century to 1769. At
the close of the twelfth century. the Malla dynasty emerged.
(Some inscriptions with the name Malla have been
found to go back even earlier.) This dynasty, whlch finally
came to rule the valley. 1s sald to have come from India.
fleeing from the Mohammedan invasion of that country.
The word malla in Sanskrit means "wrestler." One
source says that the favorite sport of Klng Arideva of the
Thakuri dynasty was wrestling and that one day, whlle
engaged In thls sport, he was Informed about the blrth of
a son. He promptly called the boy Malla, and from then
on. ~tbecame the surname of all his successors.
The history of the valley 1s richly embroidered wlth
stones that have been handed down in many different
versions. These stories dwell on polltlcal events, religious
beliefs. and the creatlon of the many handsome monuments of the ubiquitous gods.
The Mallas pres~dedover a flourishing realm for over
flve hundred and fifty years and gave the Kathmandu
Valley stablllty and prosperity to develop ~ t s unlque
culture. especially before ~t was dlvlded into three kingdoms ~n 1482. They introduced many useful innovations.
~ncludlngnew crops. varlous fruits, maize, and chilles, the
last of which were exported in large quantities to India.
Brlght red chllles can still beseen today drying in the paved

village squares and streets or hanging from the rafters
of the wide projecting roofs. add~ngspots of color to
the narrow alleys. Trade with both Tibet and lndia provided
a base of prosperity for the towns. Raw materials from
other parts of Nepal were brought to the valley and made
into exportable goods by the local craftsmen. There was a
flourishing cottage industry. Many families had hand
looms, and a strong textile industry grew. Goldsmiths
and silversmiths fashioned exquisite jewelry as well as
decorations for temples and monuments.
During the long and successful Malla period. Buddhism.
which had been the religion of earlier rulers. was the
faith of the majority of the people. Although the Malla
rulers pract~cedHinduism. they also contributed to Buddhist shrines. The t w o religions supported each other's
beliefs. There are counterpart gods as well as counterpart castes, and Hindus come to Buddhist temples to
worshlp and vlce versa. Swayambhunath. the foremost
Buddhist stupa In the valley. also has a Hindu temple
dedicated to Sltala, the Hindu goddess of smallpox, to
whom both Hindus and Buddhists pray for protection.
Only Pashupatlnath, the most holy Hindu temple. restricts
worshipers In the maln sanctuary to those of the Hlndu
falth. Religious festivals, which are liberally distr~buted
throughout the year, are occasions for everyone to celebrate. Including the royal family. The migration from
lndia of high-caste Hindus. especially Brahm~ns. from
the twelfth to the fifteenth century greatly influenced the
later development of the valley. Even now Brahmins
proudly trace their ancestry to their Indian forefathers.
Dur~ng the Malla rule. Mohammedanism was also
peacefully accepted. and there are still some Moslems
in the valley today who can be eas~lyidentified by their
turbans. Jesuit missionaries also came to preach and
settle in Kathmandu under the Mallas. But. after the
Gorkhas conquered the valley. Prlthvi Narayan Shah
ordered all Christians and espec~allyrn~sslonariesto leave:
"First the Bible. then the trading stations. then the cannon."
Thereafter no Westerner or Christ~an,except. later. the
British Residents. was permitted to come to Kathmandu.
During the Malla time there was an extraordinarily
prollfic bullding activity In the Kathmandu Valley, if one
considers how small the area really IS and how relatively
few people llved there. Most of the religious monuments.
palaces, and decorated houses that today are so greatly
admired were b u ~ l during
t
the Malla rule. The skills of the

Newar craftsmen developed over centuries and achieved
a great flowering under the later Malla rulers. The perceptlon of scale and space. the grasp of form and perspective.
and the sense of rhythm and design displayed by these
craftsmen are unique in their perfection. Yet the first
plans of the towns were drawn quite recently and made
by actually measuring the buildings. streets. and squares
and by aerial photography. To my knowledge. no old
plans drawn to scale have yet been found. The urban
design of the towns is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
"Towns and b u s i n g . "
The Malla period is divided. as is traditional, according
to rulers. Here it seems practical to mention but a few who
made special contributions in the areas of cultural interest and building.
The town of Bhadgaon was establ~shedon the route
to Tibet in the middle of the th~rteenthcentury by Ananda
Malla. Jayasthiti Malla (1382-95) appears as a great
patron of the arts and a reformer. He standardized weights
and measures and assessed the value of the land and
buildings in the valley. He initiated reforms in the punishment of criminals and introduced fines. He also regulated
the people by means of strlct orthodox caste laws. The
Buddhists were classified into eighty-five Hindu castes
according to their trades. The Buddhist monks were
encouraged to marry and live with their families in and
around the monasteries. as monks contlnue to l ~ v etoday.
Yaksha Malla (1408-82) ruled for over forty years and
expanded his territory as far as the Tibetan trade town of
Digarchi in the north and the Ganges in the south. But
he also divided the klngdom among his three sons before
his death In 1482, and this division caused a great deal
of turmoil. eventually bringing about the end of the Malla
rule. One fortunate result, however. is that instead of one
palace there are now three. The largest one is in Kathmandu. of course. The one in Patan. dominated by a large
pagoda-shaped tower facing Durbar Square. has a series
of wonderfully decorated courtyards, including one with
a sunken stone bath or pool. Then there is the brick palace
with fifry-five windows in Bhadgaon. each window
frame most beautifully carved. Its Golden Gate is a
masterpiece of fine artistry.
Facing each of the palaces in Kathmandu. Bhadgaon.
and Patan is the golden statue of a Malla king slning
high on a stone column, flanked by his two much smaller
queens. All Malla kings had two queens whom they
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married the same day. a practice continued until quite
recently by the Shahs.
King Yoga Narendra Malla, who ruled in the early
eighteenth century over Patan. was greatly loved by the
people. His golden image. sitting on a stone column that
stands on Patan's Durbar Square. faces the high. pagodashaped tower of his beautiful palace. His figure is protected
by an aroused cobra. a symbol of his power and prosperity,
and he is accompanied by his t w o queens. Poised on the
king's head is the f~gureof a small bird. which is an unusual
addition to a king's monument. The people say that this
beloved ruler is not really dead. or else the little bird on his
head would fly away. The w ~ n d o wof his bedroom in the
palace tower, which he faces, is always kept open so that
he can see inside. One door of the palace is never shut.
because, the story goes. one day h e may want to come
back to his home and his o w n room. Pan of the matchless
palace of Patan IS now used to garrison troops. but the
soldiers. like those everywhere else In the world. have
l ~ t t l erespect for their envlronment.
A monetary system and coinage were introduced after
the valley was divided. Nepalese colns were also used in
T~bet. a practlce that was profitable for Nepal. Commercial fac~litiescontinued to grow, cultural development
made new strides. and the arts flourished under the Malla
rulers of the three kingdoms. Their names are too numerous
to mention here. The history is most complex, and much
of it is still being researched and established from inscriptions and documents.
D. R. Regmi. in his account of medieval Nepal. wrltes
that the polit~calconditions of that period were marked
by quarrels and Intrigues between the rulers that occas~onallyled to civil war. The mass of the people had a
hard time supporting the l ~ f eof pomp and splendor of the
courts as well as the f ~ g h t ~ n gw. h ~ c hoften resulted In
plunder. Desp~tethe unrest and the progressively deteriorating economic and polltical conditions, the arts and
crafts continued to flour~shunder the patronage of the
d~videdrulers. The rivalry between the three kingdoms
also caused the towns to b u ~ l dwalls and to create close
settlement patterns for defense. Several of the towns st111
have gates today-for
Instance, Bhadgaon. Sankhu. and
Patan.
Jayaprakash Malla. the last Malla k ~ n gof Kathmandu.
came to power in 1732. He had trouble with his courtiers.
d h ~ mThere
.
also were rivalries with
who t r ~ e dt o get r ~ of
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the other Malla rulers of the valley. Finally, the neighboring
king of Gorkha invaded the valley. summoned by the
Malla king of Patan.
The Shahs of Gorkha. According to legend, the l~ttle
town of Gorkha. some forty air m~lesfrom Kathmandu,
was founded at the foot of the holy castle of Gorakhnath.
A tribe of Rajput Kshatriyas had come there earlier. driven
out of India by the Moslems. They conquered Gorkha in
1559. and there they settled and ruled.
~
Shah of
In 1769. after long f ~ g h t ~ n gP.r ~ t h vNarayan
Gorkha conquered all three Malla principalities and unifled
the Valley of Kathmandu. Despite the fact that the Newars
were s a ~ dto be of peaceful character and not Interested
in warfare, the Gorkha king had a d~fficulttime conquering
the valley. Especially Kirtipur. a hilltop town not far from
Kathmandu, held out for a long time and was conquered
only through a tr~ck.Once before. In 1763. Marbhupal
Shah, the father of Pr~thviNarayan, had tried to invade
Kathmandu but was badly beaten by the Mallas.
Pr~thv~
Narayan d ~ dnot stop with the Kathmandu
Valley. He cont~nuedhis conquest u n t ~ lat the time of
his death In 1775 all of present-day Nepal and more was
~ncorporatedIn h ~ semplre. Cons~deringthe geography of
most of Nepal, the rugged footh~llsof the Himalayas.
this conquest, at that time, was truly a remarkable feat.
Nepal under the Shah kings later moved unsuccessfully
against Chinese sovereignty In T ~ b e t (1 788-92) and
also tried to f ~ g h tthe Brltish In northern Ind~a.w ~ t hpoor
results. But the expansion and conquests of the Shahs
continued. and at one tlme. the terrltory of Nepal Included
S ~ k k ~and
m much more of the Terai, the fertile area adjoining I n d ~ a .
While the Newars had no match anywhere in Nepal for
their high cultural and architectural achievements and
their ab~lity to trade, the Gorkhas dist~nguished themselves by the~rabilit~esas warriors. The Brit~shdiscovered
t h ~ sIn the war of 1814-16. which ended in the Treaty of
Fr~endsh~p
of 1816 and the acceptance of a Br~tishres~dency
In Kathmandu. A p r o - B r ~ t ~ schange
h
in Nepalese politics
was another long-range result. When the Sepoy M u t ~ n y
broke out in l n d ~ aIn 1857. Nepal offered to send troops
to help the B r ~ t ~ s hAfter
.
that. the Gurkha (Gorkha)
Br~gade.as it IS shll called, of the British army was formed.
The Gurkha sold~erspart~cipated In both world wars as
mercenaries of the B r ~ t ~ sand
h became famous for thew

fierceness. At the end of World War II, there were fortyfive Gurkha battalions In the British army, and many had
greatly distinguished themselves. The British did not
recruit Newars because it was said that they d ~ d
not fight
as well.
A t present there are Gurkha mercenaries in both the
British and the Indian armies-an
arrangement that IS
most important to Nepal from an economic point of view.
For a long time. the Gurkha soldiers prov~dedNepal with
its largest source of foreign exchange. Often the retired
Gurkha soldiers. who are paid a penslon by the British.
come back to thew villages. where they are the only
members of the community with a money income and the
ability to read and write. Many of them become schoolteachers. teaching village youngsters the three R's,
usually the only schooling they receive.
Prlthvi Narayan. after his conquest of the Kathmandu
Valley. also turned his attention to Improving the trade w ~ t h
Tibet and to the development of local industry. An armybased feudal system was created whereby successful army
officers became feudal lords w ~ t hbroad powers to keep
order and to collect taxes for rem~ssionto Kathmandu.
Large parcels of land were distributed to officers and
victorious commanders. The k ~ n galso appropriated a
considerable amount of land for himself and his family.
From thls land. w h ~ c hwas cultivated by tenant farmers
who had to contribute the~rlabor. the k~ngssupplied the~r
own households. Even today. the k ~ n gand other members
of the royal family have very large private land holdings
and huge estates for their exclusive use.
Many of the land holdings glven to army offlcers and to
those who had rendered useful servlces to the king were
birte, or tax-free estates. The birta system. which was
Introduced by the Gorkhas, supported the feudal landholding patterns that disenfranch~sedthe people.
The Newars accepted the new rulers without much
protest, although the Gorkhas were very different from
prevlous conquerors who had been assimilated in due
course Into the highly developed Newar culture. The
Gorkhas. as a minor~ty.rema~nedapart. and the Newar
culture cont~nuedund~sturbed.although unsupported by
the rullng families. Prithv~ Narayan had the palace at
Kathmandu rebu~lt for himself by Newar artists and
craftsmen from all three Malla kingdoms. but this was the
last major royal support for ~ndlgenousbullding activities.
The new rulers were soon occup~edw ~ t hfamily feuds

and polit~calstruggles In which the majority of the people
had little part. The everyday l ~ f eof the peasants was
hardly affected at all and did not change from its traditional med~evalways until quite recently.
During the first part of the nineteenth century, the
internal political conditions at the palace grew increasingly
confused. There were continuing violent power struggles
between the k ~ n gthe
, crown prlnce, the two queens and
their offspring. the commander-in-chief. the prime minister. courtiers. and the heads of important fam~lies.The
k~ng.besides having t w o officlal queens. had numerous
children by concubines living at the palace. The same
was true of other important men close to the court. The
succession arrangements were therefore most important.
Often the only way to power was by doing away with
those ahead in line.
The same names of noble families occur again and
again throughout the nineteenth century and up to the
present. Numerous branches were added to each fam~ly,
composed of the offspring born of several wives or recognized concubines.
The Rana Rule. The Gorkha prime ministers began to
play an increasingly important polltical role--a development that fr~ghtenedKing Rajendra Bir Bikram Shah into
having his own prime minister assassinated in 1845. This
marked the beginning of a series of events that led to the
notorious midnight massacre in the courtyard of the
Kathmandu Palace: the Kot Massacre of 1847. Most of
the leading nobility of Nepal who had been invited to a
party in the palace were slain on that occasion, and the
king fled to the Br~tishresidency. The victor in this power
struggle was Jang Bahadur. a young army officeroriginally
selected by the king'as the assassin of the prime m~nister.
Jang Bahadur himself now became prime minister. the
title having been conferred on him by the queen. He
added the title Rana to his name. claiming that he was a
descendant of a royal house in India. and he and his seven
brothers promptly took over the entire government. He
then proceeded to crush any opposition to his power.
Jang Bahadur ruled Nepal for thirty years and arranged
to have the office of prime minister made a hereditary
prerogative of the Rana family. whlch was given a social
status equal to that of royalty. He also decreed that the
line of succession would be from brother to brother. with
the sons of the oldest brother next in line. His purpose
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was to insure the existence of a mature ruler at all tlmes.
Aher Jang Bahadur had come to power. various intrigues by the queen ended in the exile of both king and
queen and the elevation of the crown prince to the thronewith British endorsement. Thls event led to the dependency
and ultimate imprisonment of the Shah kings by the
Ranas. who in fact became the real rulers. But the Ranas
were sufficiently clever not to do away with the royal
house entirely. for the people anrlbuted dlvine powers to
the king. just as they do today.
To fortify the future of his line. Jang Bahadur also saw
s
were married to the king's
to ~tthat three of h ~ daughters
oldest son and that his oldest son was married to the
k~ng'sdaughter. He and his brothers, having numerous
wives, all fathered a great many children. Jang Bahadur
most carefully codifled the succession. includlng the
hereditary tltle of maharaja for h ~ sfamily. But as soon as
he dled most of the male members of h ~ famlly
s
began to
compete for power. This power struggle frequently led to
v~olence,which was the predominant feature of all political
life in Nepal until 1951
The Ranas continued to arrange the marriages of future
klngs as early as possible. King Tribhuvan. the grandfather of the present king. was married to t w o young girls
when he was thirteen. His oldest son. Klng Mahendra.
was born when his father was only fourteen years old.
King Mahendra. who died in January of 1972, was also
married to a Rana princess. the flrst king not to marry t w o
wives simultaneously.
Jang Bahadur was the most impressive polltical figure
s
a fact that the British were quick to
of Nepal In h ~ tlme.
recognize. Queen Victoria invlted him to make a state
visit to London in 1850, and for thls occasion he assumed
the tltle of maharaja. He and his considerable retlnue were
the flrst Nepalese ever to travel to the West. He was duly
Impressed wlth Britlsh power. whlch was one reason why
he had been Invited, and he reallzed that ~t was qulte
hopeless ever to try to flght the Brlt~shIn Indla.
Although Jang Bahadur never learned to read and
write. he had the opportunity to see Western lnstltutlons
on his trlp through Europe. After his return he made some
Important changes In the theretofore qulte medleval
Nepalesecode of law and pun~shment.He also discouraged
suttee. the self-lmmolatlon of widows, and came out
agalnst slavery, although that lnstltution was not abolished
until 1924. Yet desplte h ~ sfriendship with Great Britaln.
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neither he nor his successors permitted any Westerners to
come to Nepal. except the British Resident and a few of
his friends.
On h ~ trip
s to Europe. Jang Bahadur also visited France
and was greatly impressed w ~ t hthe amenities of Western
Ilfe. From then on. the Ranas began to import Western
products of all kinds. from clothes to furniture and even
uniforms. for thelr own pleasure and benefit. The longrange influences of this fateful voyage are highly visible
today in Kathmandu's various "improvements," particularly
the Imitation French Renaissance palaces built by different
branches of the Rana family.
Chandra Shamsher Rana constructed the most imposing edlfice of this klnd. the Singha Durbar. or Lion
Palace. so called because of the huge flgure of a Nepalese
temple llon that crowned the balustrade above the colonnaded pseudoclass~centrance porch. The more than one
thousand rooms of the whitewashed palace were arranged
around numerous courtyards. In recent years, untll its
destruction by fire in July 1973. the Slngha Durbar housed
government offlces. Some of the smaller Rana palaces
bullt by dlfferent famlly members on the outskirts of
Kathmandu have ballrooms decorated with imported
French Rococo ornamentatlon Interpreted and supplemented by Newar lmaglnation with qulte unexpected and
delightful results. Some of the palaces are st111privately
owned. Others are used by the government, and one has
been made lnto a hotel.
But because of thls turn toward the West and ~ t scultural and architectural influences. the Ranas neglected the
~ndlgenousartlsts and failed to support the tradltlonal
Newar bulldlng forms and craftsmanship.
Chandra Shamsher Rana. the bu~lderof the Singha
Durbar, ruled from 1901 to 1928. a record length of time
and a trlbute to hls cunnlng In the retention of power. He
was the flrst Rana to have a formal education-at
the
University of Calcutta. where he also learned English.
He ruthlessly amassed enormous personal wealth. To
keep hlmself In power, he reorganized the very prollflc
Rana famlly lnto dlfferent classes of Ranas, consolldatlng
the "Rana organization." whlch became all-powerful In
settlng the direct~onof future Rana rule.
Durlng h ~ regime.
s
electricity was brought to Kathmandu
-that is, electric llghts were installed In the Rana palaces
and a few other important bulldlngs. All kinds of Western
luxuries, includlng entire crystal chandeliers, were brought

across the mountains on the backs of porters. Some
telephone lines were installed in Kathmandu. and the
Streets around the palace were paved. Vaccination and
some medical care from the West were introduced. But
all the innovations were for the benefit of the Ranas and a
few chosen famllles close to the court. The typical V~ctorian
life style of the ruling famllies can be seen in the pictures
and mementos of that time displayed in the Museum of
Kathmandu. The portraits of important courtiers in
imported unlforms reflect an amazing combination of
Victorian military splendor with Asian lavishness and
pomp.
Slavery was abolished in the 1920s. and the first college
for the leading familles was built. Chandra Shamsher
tried to keep new ideas and change from the people.
including all communication with the West. for he realized
that this would threaten the Ranas' absolute authority.
The Shah king was a virtual prisoner in his own palace.
which he rarely left and only with permission of the Ranas.
Many of the kings during the Rana rule ascended the
throne as minors. If they ever showed any interest in
politics, they were made to abdicate In favor of a minor
son. The majorlty of the people. all peasants. were nothing
much more than slaves of a reglme that was run exclus~vely
for the benefit of the Ranas and a few powerful fam~lies
serving them. Any attempt to modify the completely
authoritarian rule on the pan of any Rana prime minister
was always stopped by the powerful conservative branch
of the Rana organlzation. which forced the reslgnatlon of
those who tried to ~ntroducereform.
No newspapers were published in Nepal. and none were
Imported. Besides. very few people could read and wrlte.
Radios were forbidden until 1946. All attempts at free
expression In the arts and l~teraturewere discouraged.
Neither publlc education nor a publlc llbrary existed.
The blrta system of land tenure kept the malority of the
tenant farmers In permanent servitude. just barely able to
retaln enough from what they grew to feed themselves.
Llfe had become more difficult for the greatly irnpovershed majority slnce the tlme of the Malla klngs. when
trade and cottage Industry had flourished and when the
rulers supported the local arts.
Revolution and Governmental Changes. Anempts were
made In 1948 to carry out certain reforms. for time was
clearly runnlng out. lndia had declared ~ t sindependence.

and with that the British support for the Rana rule evaporated. The situation In Chlna was also changing. In 1949.
the Chinese People's Republic took over the mainland
and declared its intention to annex Tlbet. which 11did In
1950. After that. trade became Irregular. and all Nepalese
merchants were asked to leave Lhasa. Thousands of
refugees from Tibet came to Nepal as a result of the
Chlnese takeover. Many were finally settled in the Kathmandu Valley. where they were helped to establish their
traditional Tibetan craft industries.
Relations between Nepal and the People's Republic of
China were formally established in 1956. and the status of
the undemarcated 650-mile Sino-Nepalese border was
finally settled by treaty in 1960.
In 1950, in a futile attempt to save the deteriorating
internal situation. Mohan Shamsher Rana, the fourth prime
minister since the death of the powerful Chandra Shamsher
in 1928. tried to implement a constitution. After lndia had
achieved independence. lndlan Prime Minister Nehru had
suggested to the Rana rulers that they Introduce some
democratic measures. but what they did was too little and
too late.
At the end of 1950. with the encouragement of Nehru.
King Tribhuvan. the legitimate Shah king. fled his palace
~mprisonment.Pretending to go on a tiger hunt. he first
sought refuge at the new lndlan Embassy of Kathmandu
in an escape arranged in the best international-spy
tradition. Then he was taken to lndia in an Indian Air Force
plane. With the northern border in Chinese hands. lndia
wanted a stable government in Nepal. King Tribhuvan. with
the leaders of the Nepal1 Congress Party, who had fled to
lndla earlier, returned to Kathmandu with Indian support
In February 1951, and a royal proclamation was issued
terminating the Rana rule. Yet the queen was a Rana
princess. and even today the Ranas retaln a good deal of
their property and land and some of their influence.
The king formed a coalition cabinet. whlch included
some Ranas with greatly reduced powers and Congress
Home Minister 8. P. Kolrala of the Important Congress
Party. which stood for change. Thls first government
lasted only six months. It was the beginning of a series
of experiments in the attempt to modernize the country
and create a stable government.
In 1955. King Tribhuvan. who was greatly loved by
his people. dled of a chronlc heart allment in Swi~erland.
and Crown Prince Mahendra came to rule. In contrast
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with h ~ sfather. he was Interested in controlling the
government himself. King Mahendra tried to institute
different cabinets, alternating this sort of rule with direct
rule. Finally in 1959. general elections were held. the first
in Nepalese history. The promise made by King Tribhuvan
after the 1951 revolution to create a democratic constitutional monarchy was carried out by King Mahendra.
his son. in these elections. The Nepali Congress Party
won two-thirds of the seats in the lower house. or a safe
majority to govern until the next general elections. planned
for 1964. 0. P. Koirala. the leader of the Congress Party.
started to implement the party's moderate social-democratic program. In this brief period of parliamentary government. an elected group of men for the first time in the
history of Nepal tried to guide the government toward
social reform and greater involvement of more people in
sharing the responsibilities.
In late fall of 1960, King Mahendra had the Nepal1
Congress ministers arrested. dismissed the parliament, and
abrogated some sections of the 1959 constitution. The
king assumed direct rule and again began to experiment
with different forms of government, always keeping the
central role for himself as monarch. He claimed that under
a parliamentary system reform did not proceed fast enough.
Nepalese opposition leaders went into exile in India.
Disorders and protests broke out in Kathmandu. In 1962.
the border war between China and lndia put a stop to the
protest against King Mahendra's absolute rule because
lndia was determined to keep Nepal quiet and In control.
King Mahendra in~tiatedthe present panchayat system
of government in 1962. It stipulates that the k ~ n gis to
retain the central power. assisted by a natlonal panchayat.
or council of representatives. King Mahendra claimed that
the panchayat system of government was more In keep~ng
with Nepalese tradltions than a Western parliamentary
government. At present. there are about 3.600 village and
14 town panchayats, which in turn are represented in the
75 dlstrict panchayats, and 14 zone panchayats. These
are finally represented in the national panchayat. Only
the v~llageand town panchayat members are popularly
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elected. Every Nepalese citizen over twenty-one belongs
to a panchayat. The panchayat system, whose members
are in part appointed by the king, derives its power directly
from the palace. In turn, it IS in the palace that all the
initiative is based.
King Mahendra, who d ~ e dIn January of 1972. made
Nepal into the most absolute of all monarchies in the world.
He enjoyed great prestige among his subjects. The long
trad~tionsof royalty were with him, and in Nepal the Shah
kings are cons~dereddescendants of the gods. The truly
enormous personal wealth of the kings and all the members of the royal family and their personal connections w ~ t h
the Ranas. most of whom are living in Nepal and are
immensely wealthy. are never mentioned.
In the summer of 1970. the absolute power of K ~ n g
Mahendra was further strengthened and confirmed by a
series of dismissals of many men in high government posts
w h o were interested in change. Then, on January 31.
1972. His Majesty King Mahendra Bir B~kramShah Dev
suddenly died of a heart attack. HIS son ascended the
throne and assumed the rule as King Birendra Blr Shah
Dev.
l
the future of Nepal depends on the
In the f ~ n aanalys~s,
polltical situation. Nepal maintains neutrality. but it 1s
clear that, located between China and Ind~a. its very
powerful neighbors, ~t is dependent on both-on
the~r
aid and their trade. No two countries are more d~ametrically
opposed In vlewpolnt, att~tude.Inheritance, and polit~cal
organlzatlon than Ch~naand India. Nepal trad~t~onally
and
historically has been the go-between of these two mighty
neighbors. protected In the past by barriers that no longer
exlst.
The future of the people of the Kathmandu Valley and
of all Nepalese, who are a mixture of many Asian peoples.
interpreters, and
depends on the~rskill as ~ntermedlar~es,
peace agents, espec~ally between north and south.
Throughout history. Nepal has been a budge between
these t w o most Important cultures of Asla. But the country's m~ssiontoday extends beyond that: to form a bridge
between East and West.

3. EVERYDAY LlFE
From the highest pedestal of the three-tiered pagoda
In Kathmandu's Durbar Square. one can survey an incredibly gay. Ilvely, changing, and ever moving scene.
Shoppers. street vendors, porters with enormous loads.
tourists. peddlers, and hlppies share the space w ~ t hcars.
bicycle rickshaws, motorcycles. tiger-strlped taxis. and
once In a while a large bus. Buddhist monks in saffron or
rust-red robes, barefoot countrywomen in their black
saris with bab~esstrapped to their backs, police in khaki
shorts. men In the traditional white pants carrylng
umbrellas. peasants with baskets loaded with goods on
thelr backs-all
these compete for room. In between.
hundreds of ragged barefoot children run and play happily
around the many shrines and monuments or hopefully
look for a gift from the peddlers and the market booths.
It IS a scene of lmrnensely colorful confusion presided over
by the figures of Shiva and his consort. Parvati. who
look down from an upper window of h ~ temple,
s
watching
the people and activities in the market square.
LlFE IN THE STREETS
Buy~ngand sell~ngIS a never endlng actlvlty, espec~allyIn
Kathmandu. the market center of Nepal. Today tourlsts
also come In ever growlng numbers. easy targets for
vendors of gilts, trinkets, and souvenirs of all klnds

In the market squares of the Kathmandu Va!ley towns.
the principal products sold are food-mainly
fruits.
vegetables. and cereals grown in the valley's fertile fieldstogether with some basic necessities and tools. There are
special markets for goats and sheep. In the lovely old
market square of Bhadgaon one can watch men spend
much time in earnest d~scusslonover the animals they
have brought. Many streets are lined wlth baskets full of
live chickens for sale in front of the open shops.
Ponery is made in certaln villages and towns and sold
there In pottery markets and shops. Thiml. on the road
between Kathmandu and Bhadgaon. is a village almost
entirely devoted to making pottery and other earthenware
products. from water containers and jars of all kinds to
clay elephants. Pottery making. like most of the trades.
is a hereditary occupation and is still regulated by the
caste system.
Everyday life in the Kathmandu Valley is carried on in
the streets. The climate is never so harsh as to keep people
indoors. for even the monsoon rains seldom hide the sun
for any length of time, and the overhanging eaves of the
houses protect the narrow streets. The altitude of the
Kathmandu Valley (4.000-5.000 feet) makes ~t a healthy.
invigorating place for the people. who spend much of thew
lives outdoors and in the flelds. People are almost constantly on the move between towns and villages. The town
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squares and streets. with open shops. are always full of
visitors, all of them on foot.
The old paved streets and squares of the Newar villages
and towns are used to spread the crops out to dry and
later to thresh them with long sticks in old traditional
ways. The different crops that are grown the year round
are rice and cereals of all kinds. a great variety of legumes.
fruits. and vegetables. Including potatoes, onions, and
chilies. Chains of red chilies and white onions can be
seen hanging outside many of the upper-story windows
under the overhanging eaves.
Women spin wool in the streets. The laundry is washed
at the public fountains and water tanks in the town squares.
where women and children also bathe and young girls
help each other wash their long hair. Children pursue
their games everywhere. They play with balls or sklp rope
around the stupas and on the paved temple squares, or
they use the ancient stone figures and monuments for
climbing. Small girls can be seen bringing frequent offerings of rice gralns. flower petals, 011, and red ceremonial
powder to the many images of the gods. Older children
take care of their younger brothers and sisters. In the
v~llagesand towns of closely built houses everyone uses
the streets as llving rooms.
Smoking IS an almost constant habit of everyone.
Even small children often smoke. Many people make
their o w n cigarettes. Smoking of hashish is a privilege of
the old. who are greatly respected by their families.
Large carved pipes are used for smoking hashish. which
is readily available in every market. Much like all agricultural products, it is very cheap.
AGRICULTURE: TOOLS, CUSTOMS, RITUALS
The fields that surround the v~llages are met~culously
tended. and not a piece of land is wasted. Different crops
are grown the year round on the same land. For thousands
of years the fertility of the Kathmandu Valley has fed the
people very well. A black clay called kalimari is used for
fertilizer, In addltion to animal and human excrement.
The Newars do not use plows. They even work the
large fields on the valley floor entirely with the traditional
hand hoe. known as a k u in Newari and as a kodalo in
Nepall. While the Gorkhas, Magars. and other peasant
tr~besof Nepal have always used plows and animals to
helo them cultivate the fields, the Newar farmers were not
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allowed to do so on pain of excommunication from their
caste. To this day. the Newars will not violate these rules.
Traditionally, wheels are used only on the decorated
carts pulled In religious processions-for
instance. the
wagon used to carry Machendranath. the god of rain and
s
each spring.
fertility. during h ~ festival
Sickles are employed to harvest the grain. Agricultural
methods and everyday life in the villages and towns have
remained the same for hundreds of years. and even now
little change can be observed.
The Newars are highly skilled mixed-crop farmers. The
intricately terraced fields on the hillsides are irrigated and
flooded during the monsoon. Especially when they are
green with rice. they look like met~culouslydesigned and
engineered works of art-a
monument to Asian craftsmanship and patience.
Newar farmers are called jyapoo. Many do not own
enough land because of the small holdings per famlly and
are also tenants, which means that they must give half of
their crops to their landlords. Some of thelr fam~lymembers
try to get jobs in Kathmandu or in the nearest town. Their
earnings are necessary contributions to the famlly group.
The traditional extended family is still intact, especially
In the villages. and is the chief source of social security
and stability for all its members. Many peasants have a
family member working In India who generally sends
most of his cash wages home. This is important not only
to the family or village lnvolved but also as a source
of much-needed forelgn exchange for the national
economy.
Since the majority of the people are of the Hlndu falth.
cows are treated with the traditional respect. T h ~ screates
severe lim~tatlonson their usefulness. especially for dalry
farming, which In the mountains could be an excellent
source of food and income. A SWISSaid program is now
concerned wlth teaching cheese making and anlmal
husbandry to help bolster dalry farmlng w l t h ~ nthe confines of religion. In general, animals enjoy a very spec~al
place, since after all they are bel~evedto be relncarnatlons of
people. For this reason the Newars do not use animals
for plowing, for pulling wagons, or for carrying loads.
The peasants are busy with agriculture the year round.
plantlng several different crops simultaneously durlng the
dry and wet seasons. Innumerable rituals and feasts of all
k~ndsare tied in with the agricultural work. even more
varied and dlverse than the celebrations that are st111

observed by other peasant societies in many other parts of
the world. While rituals connected with the fertiliiy of the
land or with the all-important rainfall, as well as harvest
celebrations of all k~nds,are traditionally observed among
the peasants of Europe (for instance. Austria, Hungary.
and Czechoslovakia), the rituals that evolved in the
Kathmandu Valley are among the most intricate and are
closely linked to religious beliefs and the caste system.
Christ~anityin many parts of the world changed and redirected many of the ancient peasant rites. But Christlanity
was never allowed to infiltrate Nepal. and the continuity
of the entwined Buddhist and Hindu beliefs reinforces the
agricultural work and festival cycles that are firmly anchored in the family and caste system. The cohesive
Interdependent soclal and agricultural framework is still
intact.
CRAFTS AND INDUSTRY
A l l kinds of handcrafts are practiced. The peasants themselves make most of the everyday articles they use. Until
quite recently, very little was imported. and even now what
is brought in from the outside world is far too expensive
for the average peasant family. Trades such as carpentry.
pottery, house bullding. and metalwork are hereditary
occupations.
Slnce the Newars never use wheels. porters form an
Important pan of the working force. They have their own
caste and still transport most of the goods to remote areas.
In every market square they wait to carry loads. The large
baskets they use are woven of bamboo, which 1s plentiful
in the reglon. Loads are carrled on the back by means of a
special strap across the forehead. The peasants, both men
and women. carry such baskets to market loaded with all
kinds of goods. At tlmes even chlldren ride In them. In
addition to the single basket. the Newars also carry loads
in two baskets balanced by means of a pole carried on the
shoulders, called a kharpan. T h ~ smethod of carrying IS
used In many parts of Asla, Including China and Indochina.
but never in India. The Newars are the only people In
Nepal to carry loads w ~ t hkharpans. whlch are not used
by any other population group.
A flourishing cottage industry. including weaving.
that in the past. and particularly under the Malla kings.
enriched the whole country by export completely collapsed
and vanished with the introduction of cheap industrial

products from Ind~a.Lately a great effort has been made lo
revive some of the traditional occupations. The Japanese
aid program-since the Japanese have much experience in
cottage industry-is in part devoted to this effort. The
Tibetan refugees have been encouraged to support
themselves by continuing to make their traditional products. notably textiles. for the tourist and export market.
Traditional metalwork. jewelry, masks, and decorations
for festivals are made in certaln areas. especially in Patan.
But the workmanship is rather crude compared to the
skills that created the works of art of the past.
THE CASTE SYSTEM
The Newar caste system is based on hereditary trades and
crafts. and these determine its divisions. The highly skilled
Newar craftsmen who built the Kathmandu Valley settlements were themselves born into a craft. which they
practiced and perfected. This hereditary system is in some
ways reminiscent of the European medieval gl~ilds.The
artists and skilled craftsmen must have enjoyed status and
importance. considering the many monuments and the
lavish use of decorations and sculptures everywhere.
yet they were relegated to the lowest castes. Their position
was not unlike that of artists in medieval Europe.
who, although highly pralsed and invited by kings to
work for them, enjoyed no soc~al standing until the
Renaissance.
After Prithvi Narayan Shah of Gorkha invaded the
Kathmandu Valley and removed the three Malla kings, the
warlike qualities of the Gorkhas became the admired
model. The Newars. who loved peace and art and had
become prosperous through trade. were relegated to the
lower castes. The Shahs were Hindus and brought with
them their own caste system. which they superimposed
on the Newar castes. The combination of the GorkhaHindu caste system with the Newar "trade" caste system
produced some sixty-four different castes and even more
subcastes. Most of the Newars were Buddhists. But
instead of engaging in religious strife, both religious
groups peacefully coexisted. Together they enlarged and
amplified the religious activities and festivals. The religious
and trade caste stratification is supported by a carefully
regulated family system that permits almost no soc~al
change and very little mobility. especially for the lowest
castes.
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Chaotic polit~calconditions soon followed after the
death of Prithvi Narayan Shah in 1774. Endless palace
intrigues. murders. massacres. and plots of all kinds preoccupied members of the small upper-caste ruling class
in Kathmandu. Since each ruler had at least t w o queens
and many sons. there was a cont~nualpower struggle.
But the vast majority of the people, illiterate and shut off
from the rest of the world, were firmly controlled by the
feudal and caste systems. which reinforced each other.
They were kept busy growing enough food for their own
survival and took no interest in the bloody quarrels of the
few ruling families, from whom they were strictly separated
by caste rules. The only contact between the rulers and the
majority of the people (mostly peasants and from the
lower castes) was through the tax collectors. Therefore the
majority of the people habitually distrusted all government. as, for the most part. they continue to distrust it
today.
The price for flouting the caste rules is prohibitive even
now. For instance, marrylng someone of one's own choice
outside the limits set by caste results in exclusion from
the family system. For this reason even the universityeducated young people in Kathmandu follow traditional
social rules.
Everyday life IS regulated according to what pleases
the gods and by the observation of innumerable complicated rituals. Most of the people never question what has
been decided for them by the elders or priests, no matter
what theireducation. The vast majority accept all the traditions, and it never occurs to anyone that there might be
alternatives or that one could question one's station In
life. One is born to live one's life in certain prescribed ways
that have been ordained by the gods. Social change is
still entirely beyond the experience of all except a very
few persons of great wealth and power who frequently
travel to the West and who have adopted Western customs.
But they belong to an international society more than to
Kathmandu or Nepal. Even though the legal base of the
castes has recently been abolished, there IS nothing to
take its place in the life of the people. and the very idea
of change is against all rel~giousbellefs. The chapter
"Fest~valsand Rel~giousL~fe"describes the all-important
relationsh~pbetween the gods, who dominate every phase
of I~fe,and the people. who must serve them continually
to keep them favorably disposed. Festivals in honor of the
gods are one of the most creative outlets of the people-
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events In which everyone, regardless of the r ~ g i dcaste
structure, has an active part.
COSTUME
The traditional dress of the Newar women is a black woven
sari with a red border. now made chiefly of cotton. The
women also wear long-sleeved blouses and over these,
especially if it is cold. a quilted shawl. or ga. The sari.
known as a pars; in Nepal. used to be made of fony to fifty
yards of material in order to have many pleats, but this
quantity was reduced to less than half and lately to the
usual six yards, the same as In India. The ends of the
sari are often wrapped around the waist instead of being
thrown over the shoulders and head as in India. At tlmes
one can see the saris fluttering in the wind l ~ k elong flags.
hanging to dry from the top-floor windows of the high
village row houses.
The men traditionally wear white or light-colored cotton
pants called surawa. These garments are tight at the
ankles and very wide at the waist and are tied around the
middle with a string. A long-sleeved buttonless shin of the
same materials, with a h ~ g hcollar tied at the side, is worn
outside over the pants. T h ~ sshirt often reaches almost
to the knees and is called a Ian or a labeda in Newari. A
long plece of cloth IS wrapped around the waist, and into
~tIS fastened the traditional knife, or khukurt. A westernstyle coat or waistcoat is worn over the shirt In town or
for special occasions. and then the waistband is omitted.
A cap. called a rapali, is worn all the time: it IS r~mless
and black or of a light-colored patterned fabr~c. T h ~ s
completes the traditional costume of men.
The chlldren wear almost any kind of clothes or no
clothes at all, weather permitting. The porters and some
of the villagers wear one long piece of cloth wound many
times around their middle. Into this they slip all the~r
possessions. includ~ng money, tobacco, food. a pipe.
a knife. and the I~ke.Most have some kind of sh~rt.but
the~rlegs are always bare. Shoes are seldom worn. except
In town. Instead of sans, young g~rlsoften wear long
pants, as in Ind~a.Western dress, mainly Western shins.
IS ~ncreasinglyworn. espec~allyby children. But girls. once
grown up, never wear Western clothes In public.
The women l ~ k eto wear all k~ndsof jewelry. and for
festivals they wear everything they own. The trad~t~onal
ear ornaments. besides the usual bangle earrings. are a

serles of small gold rlngs worn In the perforated edge of
the ear All women have long halr. usually worn In a bun
when they are marr~edwhlle g~rls'haw 1s bra~ded,much
as In lndla
The colored marks worn on the forehead are rellglous
decorations and are palnted on when people vls~ttemples
or shrlnes Some women put black around thew small
children's eyes to keep evll splrlts away
SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS
The soclal lnstltutlons of the Newars and all Nepalese
are based entlrely on the fam~ly It IS the foremost duty
of every famlly member to contr~buteto h ~ sfamlly group.
who In turn take care of hlm The famlly 1s the chlef soclalsecurlty and Insurance system
In Nepal A Prof~leDr M Mohsln wrltes An ~ndlv~dual
IS not regarded as a soclal entlty Independent ~n hlrnself
Even In urban areas or the hlghly urban~zedcommunltles
of the Newars the jolnt famlly IS the centre of gravlty It
flnances the upbrlng~ngand education of ~ t smembers
who are morally and soclally bound to lend thelr f~nanc~al
support to the famlly later For most of h ~ ssoc~alexistence he 1s tradltlon-bound He IS tralned by h ~ sparents
from an early age to play the prescr~bedrole whlch h ~ s
statlon In llfe demands from hlm when he comes of age
He has h ~ sobl~gatlonsto h ~ sparents to hls ancestors. to
h ~ scommunity These obllgatlons In fact govern and
regulate the whole gamut of an lndlv~duals soclal exlstence '
Speclal customs rules and tradlt~onssurround every
human and famlly occaslon from blrth to death Marrlage
partners are selected by the ijarents prdferab'ly from the
same or a related caste The tradltlonal marrlage r~tuals
of the Newars dlffer from those of other Nepalese populat~ongroups Every Newar g~rl-so Gopal Slngh Nepal1
states In h ~ sbook The Newars-1s
marrled to the god
Naraln ~n a speclal ceremony when she 1s st111 a c h ~ l d
Thereafter she IS always considered to be a marrled woman
even 11her real husband dles It IS essent~alfor everyone
to be marr~edbecause marrlage usually means an addltlon
to the labor force and the famlly through the production
of chlldren For a woman to be marrled to the god Naraln
glves her a certaln amount of flexlblllt-y In her worldly
marriage-that IS. she can get a dlvorce and remarry
because she alwavs remalns marrled to Naraln

Food and eating regulations dominate a large part of
everyday l ~ f eand are particularly strict in the highest castes.
Only members of the same caste can eat together Boded
rice. or ja. cannot be shared except with the immediate
famlly and must be prepared according to special rules by
a member of the family. Beef, of course. is never eaten.
Orthodox Brahmins, the highest caste, must exlst on a
very limited diet that often impairs the health. especially
that of small children.
In order to provide the opportunity to worship and to
eat accord~ng to the prescribed rules. government and
other offlces do not open before ten in the morning. The
morning ritual must be carried out before going to work.
and this means rising at dawn. Restaurants exist mostly
for tourists and visitors. Even if a Nepalese might consider
breaking the strict food laws. he usually cannot afford
to buy a meal. As a result, restaurants cannot survive on
local customers. Tea with milk and sugar is frequently
served to visitors in government offices, but never food,
and lunch as a social occasion does not exist.
THE GUTHI SYSTEM
Family get-togethers and festivals are supported by family
guthis. or endowments, which consist of the income of
jointly held land. The members of the often very large family
groups come together for celebrations once a year. Considering the number of people involved. the expense of
such festivals would be prohlbitlve. Therefore the family
guthi takes care of it. The historian D. R. Regml claims that
guthi organ~zationsare already mentioned in early Malla
times as an integral part of the social fabric of the valley.
There are guth'is for niant purpokes apart from c6lebr~idns.
There are burial guthis. and In times of great distress a
member can turn to the guthi organization for help. The
guthi is thus an integral part of the famlly social-security
system.
The guthis also malntain the temples and monasteries
wlth the income from land owned by the temples and
farmed in part by labor contributed by guthi members.
Tribhuvan University. on the outskirts of Kathmandu, is
maintained by the income of agricultural lands that the
university owns as endowment to cover running expenses
-a modern use of the guthl system.
Those who run the guthi organization or the pujari.
the worshiping authority of the temple, are responsible
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for the temple's upkeep and for arranging all rel~gious
celebrations. and festivals. The guthi organization is headed by a rhakali, or guthiyar. an office
awarded on the basis of seniority and respect. The thakali.
or ~uthiyar.IS responsible for administering the guthi
and can use the surplus income for himself.
ceremonies,

EDUCATION

A closed society still prevalls despite great efforts to
broaden education. Tribhuvan University largely educates
upper-caste young people in the humanities. The attainment of engineering and mechanical skills. though
desperately needed. conflicts with the caste regulations.
Those from the lower castes are unable to get into the
university because financial and social barr~ers are too
great. Even if lower-caste members receive grants to
study. whlch are available. they lose contact with their
families and are therefore reluctant to go.
People of the highest castes with unusual abllity are
at times sent to study in the West. Upon their return they
are required to go through special purification rites and
penance in order to cleanse themselves and become once
more acceptable to their families. The elders of the fam~ly
dec~dewhat the penance is to be, and it usually includes
fasting. Because beef-eating Westerners are considered
by many to be polluted. association with them contamlnates an orthodox Brahmin. It IS also out of the question
to allow such persons into one's house. let alone to eat
with them. even if one has lived and studied with them
at a university in the West.
Slnce to use one's hands or perform physlcal labor IS
undignified and strictly for the lower castes. a Brahmin
and an educated man cannot do phys~calwork. T h ~ s
prejud~cehas the most unfortunate consequences when
~t comes to modernizing a society. New methods-for
instance. in agriculture and numerous other occupations.
particularly those involving technical .and engineering
sk~lls-can be taught only by demonstration, above all
to people who cannot read and write. But when the educated turn away from the vocations and are barred by caste
rules from pragmatic teach~ngmethods, change is d~fficult
to achieve. The higher a man's posltlon and educat~onfor example, that of a man In a pol~cy-makingdepartment
of the government-the
less he is incllned to become
directly involved in actual doing.
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Few educational institutions existed before 1951. nor
were there any public-education programs. The government has set as a goal that all children are to have a
primary education by 1980. In the Kathmandu Valley
alone. this means 115.000 pupils, and it presents a
challenge to change traditional teaching programs bound
to special school buildings. Instead, education should
involve the whole family. since over ninety percent of
the people can neither read nor write.
Higher education already shows distortions in comparison with need. There is an oversupply of university
graduates in the humanities who cannot flnd employment
because government can no longer absorb them and
because there are few job alternatives. Yet people trained
in sk~lledjobs are very scarce. Kathmandu, as the most
highly developed area, is where every educated Nepalese
wishes to live. Teachers are needed most in the areas remote from the capital. even now only reachable by walking. sometimes for weeks. The same is true of other professional jobs.
THE REAL PROBLEM OF CHANGE: A LOOK AT
KlRTlPUR
Klrt~pur1s one of the oldest and most lnterestlng Newar
towns. only a few m~lesfrom the center of Kathmandu
Located along the r~dgeof a h ~ l labove !he growlng
Tr~bhuvanUn~vers~ty
Klrtlpur became famous for 11s long
resistance to the conquest of the Gorkhas Even now there
IS no road to the town that can be negot~atedby any
veh~cleThe only way to get there 1s on foot along steep
narrow paths Many of the men of K~rtlpurhave jobs In
Kathmandu and walk up and down the h ~ l every
l
day
The women are left to do the chores and carry everyth~ng
they need ~ n c l u d ~ nflrewood
g
up the steep h ~ l l
Why don t the people of K ~ r t ~ pbu ur ~ l da l ~ f of
t some sort
to pull up the heavy loads? All that IS needed IS a rope
a few pulleys and some posts The s~mplemechanical
pr~nc~ples
of ropeways are known to the ~nhab~tants
There
are many ropeways In Kathmandu b u ~ l tby a ~ dprograms
slnce t h ~ sIS the easlest way to transport goods In the
mountainous terraln
I asked many people t h ~ squestlon because a l ~ fwould
t
save much hard work and would be so s~mpleto b u ~ l d
'Well ~twould cause great d ~ f f ~ c u l t ~among
es
the people
Who would tend such a I ~ f t Who
?
could keep 11up? They

hedged in giving thelr answers. "There is not enough
money to buy the pulleys." "The people are not used to
worklng together." "Why should they do it? They are
quite happy carrying the loads." "What else would the
women do? If they don't work. they will quarrel." "If they
want a lift. they will build one. Apparently they don't."
"They are used to carrying things: so why change? There
is no reason to change."
There is no reason to change. Why save labor? Labor
is the only commodity that is plentiful. The story of
Kirtipur is the story of why it is so very difficult to initiate
something new, for what to a Westerner seems most
desirable. to save labor or oneself, has little value in the
eyes of this society.
Mechanical devices to save labor are not used. not
because of the mechanical principles or diff~culties Involved. but mainly because. in the view of the people.
there is no need for them. To save labor or time is a concept
that is quite foreign here. The agricultural production
cycle based on subsistence farming and closely integrated
wlth the social and religious caste system would be disrupted by introducing labor-saving devices.
COMMUNITY NEEDS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Even today Kathmandu has no rellable water supply.
although the valley IS surrounded by mountains on all
sldes Desplte ald programs of every klnd. whlch have
expended enormous sums of money there 1s still no
sewage or dralnage system In the capltal A communal
effort 1s requlred to build these qulte aslde from flnanclal
support Numerous lntestlnal dlseases lncludlng dysentery cholera and typhold fever affllct the people and
kill the chlldren They are the result of Infected water
the absence of any environmental sanitation and the
hablt of defecating In thestreets and Into the water supply
Instead of b e ~ n gused to purlfy the water and Improve
sanitation mllllons are spent on vacclnatlon lmmunlza
tion and medlclnes agalnst water carrled diseases
In many ways ~t 1s a problem of enlightenment How
do you explaln to a mother that the water she has always
been drlnklng 1s Infected and most llkely a carrler of serlous
disease? How can you tell her that her baby may dle 11he
dr~nks1t7 She 1s convinced that the llfe of her chlld 1s In
the hands of the gods They declde whether the baby
llves or d~esAnd what the gods declde 1s always for the

best. She can worship the gods and bring them gifts so
that they will protect her child. But the idea that the cause
of the baby's illness is In the water means nothing at
all to her.
Most of the towns and villages use large tanks of
stagnant water as thelr chief source of supply. some of
them built hundreds of years ago. Women wash clothes In
these tanks. people and anlrnals use them for bathing.
and one can observe pots and dishes being rinsed-all
in the same filthy tank. which often has no drain or a
continuing source of fresh supply.
Thus health conditions are often deplorable, notably
in the very densely settled towns. In some pans of Kathmandu, the most elementary sanitary facilities. such as
latrines. do not exist. While this absence does not matter
greatly in a village surrounded by fields, in a densely
populated town lt is critical. Infant mortality is still very
high. and medical help 1s usually not sought until too
late. Overcrowding makes living in the towns. especially
in Kathmandu. a greater health hazard. despite the availability of medical care. than isolation in the countryside.
The organization of a reliable water supply and its
regulation and distribution for land irrigation is of vital
concern to an agricultural society. It also provldes an
insight into the community organization and its vitality.
In the Kathmandu Valley. irrigation goes back to very
early times. It is mentioned already during the Licchavi
period, or before the twelfth century. According to some
researchers. royal irrigation works were built in the seventeenth century. For example, water was brought to
Bhadgaon by means of raj kulos (I~terally."king's channels"). The Kathmandu Valley Plan states that more raj
kulos were dug in the nineteenth century to secure an
adequate supply of water and that irrigation for agricultural
purposes was improved. There are some old documents
showing that people had to pay for water and did so by
keeping the channels clean and in good order. There
were even channel-cleanlng festivals.
One can observe today In several towns what must
once have been some very elaborate water systems. For
instance. Sankhu and Bungmat1 have depressed paved
waterways at the sldes of their paved streets. In Sankhu.
one such waterway. in part covered, is still in use. But most
of these channels are now dr~edup and filled with debris.
It would not take much effort to repair them and restore
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them to active use. Repair work could improve the sanitary
conditions of the towns at little cost. even without building
expensive new waste-disposal systems. Many channels
used for irrigation of the fields are at the edge of settlements
or only a short distance away. It would be relatively easy
to divert pan of the water through the town or to connect
the existing stagnant tanks with a supply of fresh running
water.
Nepal is also In urgent need of bridges and roads
to connect the isolated villages (as opposed to major
arteries constructed by foreign aid). Yet this requires
a kind of cooperation that is not common among the people
of the country.
Until 1951. the majority of the people had no experience
with institutions that are related to service in any way.
Their only institutional experience. as far as the government is concerned, is negative. Government is mistrusted
by the independent peasants. who traditionally rely on
themselves and their families. At present there is little that
any modern institution can do to visibly Improve the
peasants' lives.
It has been the experience of the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) that to offer
improved seeds to peasants and farmers is not enough
despite impressive harvest records elsewhere. Only when
actual results could show locally at least a doubling of
the harvest were the peasants convinced. Their reluctance
is justified, for if a crop fails. the lire of the whole family
1s endangered. Miracle seeds have been successfully
Introduced and generally accepted in the Kathmandu
Valley. But to produce more than what a family or a village
needs creates new problems and disrupts the balanced
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econom~c-social-religiouscycle of the whole community.
The guthi system provides an excellent method for dealing wlth communal needs that could well be expanded
to wider social uses. Such an expansion would require
a consistent educational effort as well as the identification
of improvements that seem most important to the people
themselves.
The village and town panchayats described at the end
Chapter 2 might be well suited to supply the needed
community base. The panchayat system is built upon
decentralizat~on of decision making by relegating it to
the village and community level. It is unique in that it
could truly accommodate the different needs of the very
different groups of people and tr~beswho make up Nepal.
In actual practice, however, there are monumental social
and psychological barriers against its success. Centuries
of feudal rule and religious fatalism have put the power
of the gods and the king firmly against individual initiative
and change. The panchayat system of government requlres
personal and community initiative if it is to succeed In
improving the life of the people. Yet the same people
who are supposed to take this initiative are traditionally
unable to exercise their own preference In a matter as
basic as choosing a wife or a job. In order to successfully
cope with modernizatlon, it will not be enough to create
a flexible administrative system. All people and families
must recognize that it is decidedly In their own interest
to change.
Change means llttle unless ~t can truly Improve the
everyday livlng conditions of the majorlty of the people.
It must produce a more rewarding llfe for those who make
the effort to learn and to change thelr own ways.

4. TOWNS AND HOUSING
The towns vlllages and houses of the Kathmandu Valley
built by the Newars are among the most beautiful ~ndlgenous settlements in the world The mastery of urban deslgn
and space and the flne craftsmanship of the sophlstlcated
bulldings and monuments reveal an artlstlc lmaglnatlon
and a soclal understanding that are not only rare but are
also llmlted to the Kathmandu Valley and the Newar
people
Hopefully thls book by showlng to more people the
l ~ f e culture and bulldlng trad~tlons of the Kathmandu
Valley w ~ l convlnce
l
~ t sown lnhabltants of the treasures
they take for granted and will show declslon makers the
need to preserve what there 1s Furthermore modernlzatlon must be undertaken by reviving and bu~ldlngupon
the ind~genous achievements particularly In this remarkable valley. where a st111beaut~fullybalanced way of
hie 1s In harmony wlth the ecology of the environment
URBAN DESIGN
The towns and settlements as they appear today were
mostly bullt under the Malla klngs after the valley was
divided The compact closely bullt houses. shaped Into
dense urban settlements, have been explained in various
ways The need to preserve agricultural land IS one reason
given for the concentrated bulldlng patterns. frequently

seen on the tops of hills. where nothing can be grown.
Kirtipur and Sankhu are located on the ridges of hills.
as are the village of Thimi and pan of Bhadgaon. The three
major towns. Kathmandu. Patan. and Bhadgaon, are on the
high banks of rivers. Another reason for the close building
patterns of the towns IS said to have been the need for
protection as a result of the rivalry between the different
Malla rulers. Many of the towns were fortified. More dispersed rural-settlement types were introduced by other
tribes and Indian immigrants, as well as by the Gorkhas.
after the Shahs conquered the valley.
The Kathmandu Valley Plan states that most of the
man-made environment of the valley we see today was
built by the Newars during and after the time of the later
Malla kings. although the design of the buildings and the
construction methods go back to earlier times. Most of
the settlements and towns were founded in the early
Malla period.
Urban design and street patterns are similar in v~llages
and towns. Newar villages like Thimi or Bungmati. for
instance, are not only compact but also have narrow streets
formed by three- and four-story houses presenting a
continuous facade. Some areas are reminiscent of old
Mediterranean towns. Yet the settlements of the Kathmandu Valley were built by people who did not know that
Europe existed. Thew civilization and their way of life
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were probably far ahead of most of European urban development of the same time. The Newars attained a cultural
and creative expression in their towns and monuments that
reflects great skllls no doubt developed over long years.
The urban design of the towns and villages, the relationship between the narrow streets and open spaces.
the placement of houses and monuments tell of a remarkable understanding of visual and functional principles.
related to social needs. The Newars were master builders.
and their handling of space and scale and of the arrangement of buildings within a square for greatest visual effect
is extraordinarily skillful and sophisticated.
Walking through the towns, one is constantly surprised
by the new, unexpected vistas. There is a succession of
decorated entrance doors. neighborhood shrines. rest
houses. and small open spaces punctuated by fountains or
chaityas. There are unexpected crossroads and views into
courtyards. There are small temples set back from the
street and larger open squares filled with stupas. Broad
pagoda pedestals are used for anything from drying
laundry to displaying merchandise. Open shops. spilling
their goods into the streets. occupy the ground floors
of many row houses. Every bit of space is used. and the
entire area is usually crowded with people who carry
on their everyday activities and much of their life right in
the streets. Countless curious children come out of the
tall houses whenever something unusual occurs. On my
way through the towns. I was often followed by dozens
of eager children who wanted to be photographed.
The builders of these towns created an environment
so rich and varied that one must walk slowly to perceive
~ t splan. hidden by innumerable fascinating details. The
densely inhabited. closely built r o w houses are juxtaposed
with generous squares full of temples, monuments. and
pagodas. There are also open areas for water tanks or
ponds. Some towns have a rundikhel. a large open space
at the edge of the settlement serving communal purposes
of all kinds. The tundlkhel of Kathmandu is within a few
mlnutes' walk of Durbar Square.
The buildings and the urban environment in the Newar
towns and vlllages have been shaped by the activltles of
the people over a long period of time. Temples. monuments
and festivals; houses, streets. and people with their an~mals.
anllacts. and tools: market squares for buying and selling
-all these have become an Inseparable whole. A detailed
record of the street patterns, squares. and buildings of the
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towns IS only now being made by the Department of
Housing and Physical Planning, to designate historic
areas for special protection.
The streets open up every so often into small squares,
sometimes with a fountain from which the women of the
neighborhood fetch water. Some old beautifully decorated
fountains are below street level. They have handsomely
carved fountainheads that pour a steady stream of water
Into stone basins where children play and women wash.
Rest houses, or parti, are often built on street corners
or fronting on squares. A typical rest house is a raised
platform, usually with elaborately carved pillars supporting
an overhanging roof. Some rest houses have a second
story with the characteristic carved window frames and
screens. People gather on the platform of the patti after
work or during the daytime. just to sit and talk. Sometimes
women hang laundry between the carved and decorated
pillars. or old men from nearby gather for a smoke.
Along the streets are a variety of memorials, cawed
reliefs, and statues dedicated to certaln gods. Shiva's
elephant-headed son Ganesh, the protector of house
and home. has a memorial on every other street. Pavement
decorations. religious symbols, and protective dooway
Images are d~stributedthroughout the vlllages and towns.
The streets themselves are used for a variety of activities.
including spinnlng; the sorting. drylng, and threshing of
crops: and the washing and drylng of laundry. In fact.
streets are communal livlng rooms. as well as workshops
and selling space. Barbers serve their customers In the
street, shoes are repaired in the mlddle of the road, clay
pots fresh off the potter's wheel are dry~ngall over some
squares, and most merchandise for sale is displayed out
on the street or hung all over the exterior walls around the
open shops. Chlldren jump rope and play games. while
baskets full of live chickens are lined up along the slde of
the road. Outside the third-floor windows of the tall houses.
cooklng utensils. bags of potatoes. onlons, flowerpots.
and numerous other thlngs are hung from the struts
supporting the overhanging roofs. Many window frames
are elaborately decorated and carved w ~ t hornaments and
anlmals and sometimes flgures or heads. Wooden screens
fill the window spaces. since glass was unknown in the
past and even today is imported, being used only In Kathmandu and Patan.
Many of the narrow paved streets have raised sidewalks and depressed gutters that carried water in the past.

Behlnd the uninterrupted row of houses. which share
partition walls. are courtyards reached by passages through
the houses facing the street. The courtyards. In turn, are
surrounded by more bulldlngs, sewing one large family
group. A typical famlly group consists of the parents and
all their unmarr~edchildren. the marr~edsons and their
families. and often also grandparents. The family. a survey
has found. may consist of six to thirty people. In the center
of the typlcal small court is a decorated chaltya. The court
Itself 1s used by all the famlly members as outdoor llvlng
space for all klnds of work and for the drylng of crops. Thls
characteristic grouping of buildlngs 1s repeated over and
over. Its form is derlved from the traditional bahal. the
Buddhist monastery.
A traditional Buddhist monastery 1s organized around a
central courtyard f~lled with numerous small chaityas
and other religious monuments. The main temple is on
the slde opposite the court entrance and is surrounded by
buildings used by the monks for teachlng and for houslng
their families. These old monasteries were formerly centers
of Buddhist learning. manuscript copying. and bronze
production.
When the Shah klngs conquered and unif~edthe valley
In 1769. the monks were ordered to marry. and at present
many of the monastery bu~ldlngsare inhab~tedby the
farnllles and the large numbers of descendants of the
monks. Chlldren frequently play games In the paved
courts leadlng to a succession of large yards surrounded
by brick row houses. Many monasteries flnd it dlfflcult
to provlde for the upkeep of thelr beautiful temples and
monuments. Patan, for instance, has several magnificent
old monastel'y kourts. filled with a great variety of sculptures, small stupas. and decorations of all klnds.
The Malla palaces show the same compactness In
design as the other areas of the towns and are in fact
part of the towns. They are lald out around a serles of
courtyards and are d~st~ngu~shed
from other buildlngs
by thelr towers and their magnificent carvings; by the
handsome. often gilded, decoratlons; and by their elaborate wlndow frames and screens. But in essence they
follow plans slmllar to those of the bahals.
THE TYPICAL NEWAR HOUSE
The houses that so closely llne the streets In the Newar
settlements are all b u ~ l of
t handmade red brlck, but they

vary greatly In qualify. Some have beautifully cawed
wooden window frames. Others are quite plain. But all
houses follow simllar plans and are closely related in
scale and height. One can hardly tell where one house
begins and the other ends. slnce they form a continuous
facade toward the street.
The typlcal Newar house consists of a ground floor
that is sometimes open on the street side and can contain
a shop if needed. The shop is no more than an opening In
the wall of the house toward the street. In farmers' houses.
animals and farm equipment may be kept on the ground
floor.
The floor above is occupied by bedrooms. The parents
and the smaller children sleep there, usually on mats and
bedding spread on the floor every night. A big wooden
chest, the bride's dowry. is the most prominent piece of
furniture. The windows are small and are,lattlced for
privacy. Ladder-type stalrs connecting the fldors are
built along one side wall In each house. Visitors are taken
to the second floor, where straw mats are used for seating.
If the family has a hand loom. it IS kept on this floor and
usually placed near the windows for light. Paddy is also
stored in thls room in specially woven mattlng.
The third floor. usually the top floor, is the kltchen, or
rather the special place devoted to food preparation.
Boiled rlce. or ja. whlch 1s the staple food of the Newars
and IS subject to speclal rellglous regulations. is prepared
here. Prescriptions for cooking rice and handling it are
connected w ~ t hthe caste system. Only people of the same
caste and frequently only the same family may eat ja
together. There are spec~flcrules about the utensils used
for rlce and about who may touch them. The top floor of
the house also has a room or an area devoted to worship:
an essential feature of the Newar house. Some houses.
generally only in the towns. have a fourth floor. In that
case the top floor IS used for cooking. Since there is very
little space. many things. Including pots and pans, blrd
cages, baskets of food crops. chllies. potatoes. and flowerpots, are hung from the top-floor w~ndows or stored
outslde under the overhanging eaves.
The Newar houses have no chimneys. The smoke from
cooklng on the top floor escapes through an openlng In
the roof covered with a special rounded tile to keep the
raln out. Looking over a town from a roof terrace, one can
see these curved t~lesd~str~buted
over the surface of the
pitched roofs. often a block long. covering a whole row of
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houses. Many of the houses have open terraces and
balconies off the top floor, usually decorated with flowers.
where women do various chores, tend their babies and
small children. or take sun baths. The custom of sunbathing
by both mothers and newborn babies is observed everywhere.
The Newar houses are always built of red brick, mostly
made of clay taken dlrectly from the fields. Brickmaking is
a universal occupatlon. Most of the bricks used on exterior
walls are baked, but they are still subject to damage by
the heavy monsoon rains-hence the wide eaves of the
roofs. In the case of four-story houses. which are built
mainly in the towns. an intermediary roof often protects
the third-story windows and the walls below. The overhanging roofs also shelter the much-used s~dewalksfrom
the monsoon rains.
The roof structure consists of carefully made wooden
joists and framed construction covered with tiles, which
overlap to keep the ram out. The floors are of packed earth
and mud plaster over wooden joists and narrow planks.
An additional coat of mud and red earth is laid as part of
a purif~cationrite. House construction. of course. is connected with many ceremonies designed to gain the favor
and the protection of the gods. (See drawings on pages
31 3-321 .)
Most houses have three parallel bear~ngwalls. The
middle one is the backbone of the house and is made
very thick (1.25 feet) as a protection against earthquake
damage. The foundations go deep. The exterlor brick
joints are pointed. but the red brick IS trad~tionally left
exposed.
The windows in Newar houses serve as the means of
showing off all the artistry and skill and imagination of the
craftsmen who bu~ldthehouses. The second-floor windows
are usually small and are screened to provide privacy for
the bedrooms. The screens, made of wood. can be folded
up against the ce~ling.Recently curtains have come Into
use to cover the open wlndow areas. The th~rd-floor
windows are the ones that are carved with all kinds of
abstract and animal decorations. Peacocks. other birds.
and snakes are often represented. since they have special
religious significance. Frequently three windows are
jolned together and projected forward l ~ k ea bay window.
The wooden wlndow frames are insened in the brick-wall
openings, sometlmes covering a considerable area of the
wall.
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The once wealthy towns on the trade routes to Tlbetfor instance. Bhadgaon and Sankhu-have large numbers
of cawed windows of extraordinary diversity. Some are
hidden in courtyards and side streets and are st111 in
excellent condition. But many others show signs of
damage. with carvings worn off. while the brickwork is
crumbling. Unless they are repaired now, they w ~ l lbe
entirely ruined in a few years.

OTHER HOUSE FORMS
The more scattered settlements. conslstlng mostly of
thatched two-story bu~ld~ngs-the parbare houses as
t other population groups and
they are called-are b u ~ l by
tubes The houses are plastered and pa~ntedw ~ t hred or
brown so11or sometlmes wh~tewashedThe free-standing
main house often has an open porch along one s ~ d eand
IS usually separate or loosely connected wlth smaller
bu~ldlngs The k~tchenis on the ground floor away from
the entrance or sl~ghtlyelevated The rules about food
and cook~ngare as strlct as the ones observed by the
Newars There IS no ch~mneyIn the parbate house and
the smoke has to escape from the small ground-floor
w~ndows
The settlements of parbate houses are remlnlscent of
peasant v~llagesIn other parts of the world The houses
themselves are far less elaborately b u ~ l and
t
d~fferent~ated
as to funct~onsthan are the h~ghlydeveloped and soph~st~cated Newar houses whlch express an extremely
organized way of l ~ f e
In the larger towns. notably In Kathmandu and Patan
one f~ndstown houses w ~ t hdlst~nctlyn~neteenth-century
European deta~ls-houses apparently b u ~ l or
t modernized
under the influence of the Imported Rana palace archltecture One can encounter all k~ndsof Western classical
ornaments p~lasters and columns ~ncludlngfigures that
resemble Renaissance angels (or the~rn~neteenth-century
cop~es)above doorways and wlndows
While these are purely superf~c~al
exterlor decorat~ons
the Rana preference for b u ~ l d ~ nfree-stand~ng
g
palaces
surrounded by prlvate gardens encircled by h ~ g hwalls
has unfortunately had a great Influence on land-use
patterns The recently Imported house forms from l n d ~ a
ment~onedIn the lntroduct~on cornb~nedw ~ t hthe Ranaper~odb u ~ l d ~ npatterns
g
have motivated the construction
of a rash of free-stand~ngstucco-covered bungalows all

over ~ncreas~ngly
larger areas on the outsk~rtsof Kathmandu. These buildings are not only unsuitable for the
climate but are also vew wasteful of land.
PRINCIPAL TOWNS AND SElTLEMENTS
Three of the towns of the Kathmandu Valley are classifled
as cities. The f~rstof these is Kathmandu. the cap~tal(see
plan on page 306). w ~ t habout 110.000 ~nhab~tants.
seventy percent of whom are Newars.
Next in size is Patan, or Lalitpur (page 307). w ~ t habout
45.000 people. eighty percent of whom are Newars.
Patan is only a few miles from Kathmandu. and the
outskins of the t w o towns are beginning to meet. Patan
has a beautifully des~gnedDurbar Square with a collection of temples and pagodas that are uniquely beautiful
and richly decorated.
The third c ~ t yis Bhadgaon. or Baktapur (page 310).
the largest settlement in the eastern part of the valley.
about twelve m~les from Kathmandu. Bhadgaon has
35.000 inhabitants. n~nety-e~ght
percent of whom are
Newars. Bhadgaon IS still a world apart from Kathmandu.
though now connected by bus. Bes~desthe beautiful
Durbar Square ~t has several other squares with famous
temples. Including the highest pagoda in the valley: the
famous Nyatapola Temple, w h ~ c hcan be seen from a
d~stanceover the roofs of the town.
These three cit~esbecame the centers of the three
Malla kingdoms after King Yaksha Malla had his realm
d ~ v ~ d eamong
d
his sons at his death in 1482. Each c ~ t y
therefore has a large Malla palace facing ~ t s Durbar
Square, which is filled with temples. pagodas, and monuments. The closely built-up urban areas around each
palace are unbelievably densely populated, despite the
fact that most of the surrounding houses are only three or
four stories high.
There are many smaller Newar settlements classifled
as towns, but they are not much larger In slze than villages.
Nevertheless. they have the same d~st~nctly
urban character.
K~rt~pur
(page 309). In the long history of the Kathmandu Valley. had a powerful position and is especially
known for its resistance to the conquest by the Shahs.
It can only be reached on foot. since it IS located along the
r~dgeof a steep hill that can be seen from Kathmandu. It
has more than 7.500 inhab~tants.ninety-three percent of

whom are Newars. Many male family members who live
in Kinipur work In Kathmandu, which is less than an
hour's walk. Bes~desagr~culture.weaving is one of the
traditional occupations. and many families have looms.
Kirtipur. so close to the busy capital, yet without cars or
vehicles of any kind. seems of a different time and age.
peaceful, serene, and remote. Below the ridge on w h ~ c h
the town IS perched. the new build~ngsof Tribhuvan
University are spread out: the largest institution of higher
education in Nepal.
Kirtipur has a magnificent paved temple square in the
center of town. where the temple of Bagh Bhairava. the
fear-inspiring god. a form of Shiva. attracts many worshipers from all over the valley. Ancient weapons decorate
the temple roof. Next to the temple square is a large tank
full of stagnant water. which is used by the women to
wash clothes. Kirtipur also has a beautiful old Kathmandu
stupa located on one of the highest points of the ridge.
Sankhu (page 308) has a population of about 4.500.
of which ninety-five percent are Newars. It differs from
most of the other towns because its temple area is outside
the town-ln fact, outside an actual town wall and gate.
both of which indicate that Sankhu was once fortified.
The town is located on one of the main trade routes to
T~bet,northeast of Kathmandu and at the edge of the
valley. and can be reached only by jeep. Today it is in
very poor cond~tionand clearly has seen better times. The
loss of trade with T~betseverely damaged its economic
viability.
The number of lav~shlydecorated br~ckhouses. with
magnificently carved window frames of typical Newar
craftsmanship, and the street paving. now badly damaged.
are signs of a prosperous past. Some of the large houses
surrounding the market square must have been built in
the nineteenth century. judging from the imported
VictorIan details, which no doubt were copied from the
Rana palaces. In other words. the town must have flourished u n t ~ ia~rly
l
recently In order to have been able to
b u ~ l dhouses of this type. At present, however. many of the
once beaut~fulbuildings are in bad repair, and the town.
w h ~ c his too far from Kathmandu for the people to commute on foot, seems to belong ent~relyto the past.
Bodnath. or Bauddha (page 31 1). is of special interest
because of its anclent stupa, which forms the center of the
town. Four stairways built into the sides of the very large
base of the stupa can be cl~mbedto reach the large w h ~ t e
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hemisphere crowned by the tower. It is a most Impressive
monument, second only in religious importance to the
Swayambhunath Stupa Bodnath is a center for pilgrims.
and many monks. including some from Tibet, live in the
buildings surrounding the stupa. The plan of the town is
circular and consists of not much more than a double row
of houses surrounding the huge white base of the stupa
and following the road that connects it with Kathmandu.
The people who llve here derive their living from both
religion and agriculture. and only about a third are of
Newar origin.
Around the temple of Pashupatinath, the most sacred
Hindu center of worship of Nepal, a settlement of more
than 2.000 people has grown up. Pilgrims come here In
large numbers and often stay for some time in the vicinity
of the temple. Many devout Hindus from Kathmandu walk
to Pashupatinath every day to worship early in the morning
before golng to work.
Thimi, a small town on the road to Bhadgaon. 1s known
all over the valley for its pottery. Part of the town developed
along the road where one of the most used bus lines of the
valley now operates. Thimi Village is a short walk from the
main road across the flat fields. It is built in typical Newar
fashion along the ridge of a hill. The village conslsts
mainly of one long street. with a continuous row of threeand four-story brick houses on both sides. A square filled
with chaityas and religious monuments and a large water
tank are the chief publlc facilities of the village.
Bungmati (pages 312-21). located south of Kathmandu. is known all over the valley for its Red Machendranath Temple. More than two-thirds of its inhabitants
are Newars. and its buildings are decidedly characteristic
of Newar craftsmanship. The layout and design of the
village are typically urban. Although Bungmatl has always
had some sort of road for the purpose of transporting the
Red Machendranath image at festival time. it is too far
from Kathmandu to make daily commuting (on foot. of
course) practical. For this reason the majority of its
inhabitants are peasants and work In the surrounding
fields. Bungmat~ 1s analyzed in detail In the latter part
of this chapter. thanks to a study by a group of young
Danish architects.
Nllakantha became a settlement because ~t is the slte
of a shrlne bullt around an image known as V~shnuon
the Water. Pilgrims vlslt this shrine the year round and
particularly during the annual festival. But Nllakantha 1s
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not a typical Newar township. The scattered groups of
houses in the area are peasant settlements built by other
Kathmandu Valley population groups.
Katunje is another village near Bhadgaon in the eastern
part of the valley. It consists mostly of scattered twostory thatched houses and 1s character~sticof the scattered
settlements all over the Kathmandu Valley that were built
by other tribes, by Indian immigrants, and by the Gorkhas
after 1769.
In many parts of the valley one can flnd groups of
farms and clusters of mostly thatched buildings. Many
such communities date from ancient tlmes. and their
history remains to be explored. These typical peasant
settlements, built by different peoples and tribes, are
quite distinct from the towns and cities. which only the
Newars built. They are much more like farming communltles In other parts of Asla and peasant settlements all over
the world.
Photographs of the above-mentioned towns and villages are used throughout thls book. There are, of course.
many more settlements that could not be Included, but
the ones shown are representative of the house forms and
settlements and towns that make the Kathmandu Valley
so different from any other area in Asia and the rest of the
world.
BUNGMATI: A TYPICAL NEWAR
COMMUNITY OBSERVED
Bungmati (pages 184-201). a Newar town of about
3.000 people some t w o hours' walk south of Kathmandu
and Patan, was the object of an extenslve seven-month
study by a group of eight young Danlsh architects during
1967 and 1968. They made a survey of all the buildings.
drew exact plans of the town and the buildings as well.
and studied their layout, urban design, and construction.
They related t h ~ sphysical study to a survey of the occupations. activit~es.and social institut~onsof the people.
whlch they observed and systemat~cally recorded from
day to day by llving and working in Bungmati.
The results of this extraordinary work of the young
architects were displayed In an exhibition in the National
Museum In Copenhagen, mounted by 11sdirector. Werner
Jacobsen, who 1s an expert on Nepal. He also wrote the
introduct~onto the museum publication Landsby i Nepal
(A Village in Nepal). This booklet. describing the work

of the Danish architects in Bungmati. unfortunately has
appeared only in Danlsh so far.
With the permission and cooperation of the group.
which Included lnge Alstrup. Freddy Avnby. Carl Herforth.
Kirsten Knudsen. Ny Lots. Jorgen Thomsen. and Jens
Waerum. and with the help of Hans Haagensen. their
spokesman. I am showing some of their work here. There
IS much more, of course. that cannot be shown In this
book but is of great interest not only for the professional
architect but also for all those interested in a sound
approach to modernization and development based on the
indigenous and traditional values of the people of the
Kathmandu Valley. Readers who desire additional information should write to Mr. Hans Haagensen. Department of Town Planning. Royal Danish Academy, Kgs.
Nytorv 1. Dk. 1950. Copenhagen K. Denmark.
The housing and buildings and urban design of the
Newars has never been studied In such detail from an
architectural and a social point of view. Nevertheless.
there is a great scarcity of documentat~on.Except for the
work published in the Kathmandu Valley Plan. little is
available, in particular about the relationship of the people
to thelr self-bullt housing and the everyday environment.
Yet the build~ngof their unique towns and settlements
is probably the most Important single expresston of the
Newar civillzatton of the Kathmandu Valley. Today many
of the skills. the craftsmanship, and the creatlve ability
have dried up from lack of use over several generations.
During the last hundred years of Rana rule, the Newar
artistry and craftsmanship, most notably the indigenous
building activities. lacked all offlcial support.
The group of Dan~sh architects chose Bungmati
because it IS predominantly inhabited by Newar families
and is a typlcal Newar settlement. The town, located on a
plateau that cannot be easily farmed. 1s surrounded by
elaborately terraced, Irrigated flelds. Terraces like these.
which represent the labor of centuries and cover large
areas of the Kathmandu Valley, have quite transformed
the natural landscape and are a monument to Asian
patience and Ingenuity. They are essential for irrigation
and the growlng of rice, the staple food of all the population of the Kathmandu Valley and most of Nepal.
Bungmati is densely built In an interconnected pattern
of narrow streets wlth three- and four-story houses. The
stone-paved main square is higher than the general level
of the town. which surrounds it on three sides, and can

be reached through a lion-flanked gate. In the center of
this square is the magnificent Red Machendranath
Temple. built In South Indian style. The Red Machendranath image of Bungmati is the one taken to Patan for
the spring festival and, for a week, is pulled through the
streets of Patan in a specially decorated wagon.
Machendranath is the powerful god of rain and fertility. all-important to the agriculture on which the valley
depends. Bungmatl's Red Machendranath is especially
revered. A roadway of sorts that can be negotiated by
car in good weather connects Patan with Bungmati. for
it is needed to transport the Red Machendranath.
About 400 fam~lies (approximately 2.000 people) of
the town are Newars. according to the studies made by
the Danish architects. The Bungmati village panchayat
consists of about 3.000 inhabitants. of which one third
are mountain people (Tamang and Chetri) who live on
the outskirts of the village.
The site plans of the family houslng compounds
reflect the original deslgn of the monasteries. Each compound consists of a main house-part of a row of houses
that face the street-and
a courtyard with a chaitya
surrounded by buildings on all sides. The court is an
outdoor living room and work space for the whole fam~ly.
This basic pattern is repeated over and over throughout
Bungmati and all Newar vlllages and towns.
Almost everyone In Bungmati is occupied with farming.
but many men have side occupations as well, and these
are regulated by castes. In a word, a man is born into a
caste and an occupation that his father held before him
and h ~ sson will hold after him.
Bungmati has fifteen different castes, but half of the
population belongs to elther the priest or the farmer caste.
The town is practically self-sufficient, relying on subsistence farming. Consequently. there is very llttle money In
circulation. The village panchayat has certain judicial
and executive powers, but very llttle economic strength.
slnce there are practically no taxes. and its revenues are
therefore almost nonexlstent. What consumer goods are
needed are bought in Patan or Kathmandu or from outside
merchants who come to the village market.
The tradltlonal family structure in Bungmall 1s still
intact. but it is beginning to be threatened. the Danish
architects found. Everyone who is related dlrectly or by
marriage lives together in a family compound. The family
also functions as a social-securlty and welfare system. It
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is the duty of every member to contribute to the support
of the family group. The old in Bungmati, much as in the
rest of the Kathmandu Valley. are respected. privileged
family members. Their advice is sought. and they are
supported by their family groups.
In the typical farming family the father does the field
labor and has a s ~ d eoccupation as well. But he still has a
good deal of free time. His wife IS almost continuously
pregnant and therefore cannot always work. But she does
the housework. assisted by a grandmother or a daughter
who also helps In the flelds. The children have minor
chores until they are ten or twelve. when they begin to
work in the flelds. Since their attendance at school would
mean a loss of labor. many of the children-the girls in
particular-do not go. In any case, it is only quite recently
that schools have been established in most villages. and
they cannot accommodate all the children.
Sometimes several families work together, chiefly in
planting rice, which IS a responsibility of the women.
Rice planting has the character of a celebration. with the
women dressed up and wearing flowers in their hair. Most
families o w n their houses and a small plot of land but
also work as farm laborers or tenant farmers. Though the
peasants produce excellent yields even without the new
"miracle" seeds (which. however. are also used) their
methods and tools remain primitive. There are no laborsaving devices.
The group of Danish architects observed that the fertilizer is mostly human excrement and that there is a total
absence of environmental sanitation in Bungmati. This
they found hard to explain. considering the other achievements of the Newar civilization. The result is the prevalence
of a whole list of preventable diseases. Although in a
village like Bungmati the absence of latrines and of any
waste disposal does not create the same difficulties as
In the larger towns. there is almost universal dysentery.
As stated in Landsby I Nepal: "The most peculiar thlng
about the Newar houses is the almost total lack of sanitary installations. which is a paradox in the otherwise
high material culture. There are no real sewers. only drains.
which are sometimes beautifully made. Behind every
house 1s an open dunghill with thousands of dlseasecarrying flies.
"There are many serlous Intestinal diseases. lnclud~ng
cholera and typhoid. besides elephantiasis. gray cataract.
numerous skin infections. and tuberculosis. Although
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most women are pregnant most of the time. the infant
mortality is st111so high that population growth is small.
There is a village cl~nicin Bungmati to which a doctor
comes once a week. but the people generally prefer to
pray to the gods In matters of medicine. Bes~des.they
distrust everything that looks off~cial."
In spring, when I visited Bungmati. the streets were
being used to dry. sort. thresh, and store the all-important
crops. Apparently every family was using the streets
for these purposes. All over the central square, where the
Machendranath Temple stands. such crops as millet.
peas. corn. and others were spread on mats or even on the
bare stone pavement. A t the fountain opposite the temple.
women were washing clothes. whlch they hung to dry all
over the stupas and chaityas surrounding the main temple.
People were cont~nuallywalking through the square. and
a group of men sat and talked in the shadow of the temple
porch. Some twenty children. mostly boys. with some
books and papers. sat cross-legged in a row on the floor
of the covered entrance gate of the square. This was school.
The houses that surround the square form an almost
continuous red-brick enclosure three or four stories high.
While in Bungmati. I was invited to vlsit the house of a
Newar family of the peasant caste. The interior of the
house was s~mpleand clean. w ~ t hd ~ r tfloors and whitewashed walls. Furniture In the Western sense does not
exist, and straw mats are used instead. Kltchen and other
household equipment is very simple. and earthenware
pots are used for many purposes, as are baskets and straw
mats that are made by the people themselves of read~ly
ava~lablemater~als.
The c e ~ l ~ n gofs the houses are relatively low. and door
openings are riot scaled to Western dimensions. The
average he~ghtof the Newars-in fact of most Nepalese1s only f ~ v efeet three Inches. or several inches below that
of the average person from the West Westerners, especially
young people, often seem ent~relyout of scale In a Newar
house. In the streets. they can be seen towerlng above the
crowd.
Steep ladderl~kestalrs connect the floors of the Newar
house, and slnce the kitchen IS on the top floor, all the
food. water. and f~rewoodhas to be carr~edup the stalrs.
There are w ~ n d o w son both s~desof the rooms. front and
t
air The s ~ d ewalls. where
back. glvlng adequate l ~ g h and
the house usually joins a ne~ghbor~ng
one, are solid brick.
The Bungmati study confirms that the average villagers

live by subsistence agriculture and have practically no
money. But they have a rich religious and social life. a
family system that offers security, and a village where they
belong. and they are usually members of a guthi. The
Danish architects in their survey of Bungmati also found
seven tea shops in the village that serve as social meetlng
places. Besides. there is the early-morn~ngmarket In a
square at the edge of town. to which people and merchants
from outside Bungmat1 come. The market. as it is everywhere else in the world. is also a social meeting place.
Of the Bungmati festivals the Machendranath Festlval
is the most important because it centers on the unique
Red Machendranath Temple at the heart of the village
square. (The festival IS described in Chapter 5.) The
Machendranath guthi takes care of all the arrangements
for this festival. and there are other guthi for other festivals.
Above all. the villagers have enough to eat. barring some
terrible natural disaster. but of course they must work
hard to grow what food they need. Stlll. the so11 is rich.
the cllmate 1s healthy, and they do not depend on a
market prlce. They are mostly self-sufficient and use
most of their food crops for their own purposes instead of
having to sell them at a price they cannot control and
havlng to buy Inferior products at a higher price or go
hungry. as has happened in many countries where a
llmited or one-crop market economy has been introduced
In the name of development and modernization.
The peasants In the Kathmandu Valley have serious
problems. of course-particularly problems of health. But
they do not suffer from hunger or deprivation in splte of
having no money. The Danish architects found that there
was no talk of poverty among the people in Bungmati.
To one who observes their everyday life, the famllies
seem infin~tely better off than the comparable Indian
villagers. Even though the per capita income of the
average lndlan 1s much higher than that of the average
Nepalese. ~f we judge by offlcial Nepalese statistics, it
should be remembered that statlstlcs ~n Nepal are llkely
to be entlrely unreliable, slnce the peasants. in their d~strust
of the government. conceal information.
Landsby 1 Nepal states that the people of Bungmat1
are also skeptical of the government-establ~shedschools.
To provlde a substitute for schools. a group of young
people who had acqulred a h~gh-schooleducation elsewhere returned to the village and formed an organ~zationthe Saulah Organizatlon. as 11is called-that
has suc-

cessfully taken over the educational activities of the community. They also organized adult-education programs
and a library.
Firsthand research, direct observation. and work of the
kind undertaken by the group of Danish architects are
especially important for those really interested In the life.
environment, and betterment of the people. It is thls kind
of research that is needed to make aid programs effective
and to initiate viable change.

CONCLUSION
Despite the reasons generally given. and quoted as well
in the Kathmandu Valley Plan-mainly the scarcity of agrlcultural land-the fact that the Newars built their towns
so very differently from those of all other Asian cultures and
settlements has not been explained satisfactorily. How
did they develop their unlque building methods. the very
distinct plans of their high and narrow houses. which are
almost the opposite of those of other peasant societies?
The towns seem to be designed with a real understanding
of urban space. The Newars are masters in arranging
streets and in creating visually and socially effective
squares. in getting attention for a temple. and in putting a
monument in just the right place.
Or d ~ dit just happen? Certainly the Durbar squares of
Bhadgaon. Kathmandu. and particularly Patan seem
most carefully designed for successful interaction between
people and the environment. and their temples are placed
for the greatest visual effect. The square of Bungmati.
dominated by the imposing Machendranath Temple
facing the lion-guarded gate. with stupas and the fountaln in strategic positions, is a beautifully designed.
eminently successful urban space. This. in a village of
3.000 people living by subsistence agriculture. is an
amazing achievement.
comThe understanding of the materials used-the
blnation of brlck and the carved wooden window frames
and struts-is unique. Most of all, the development of
the religious architecture-the high, tlered pagodas. the
golden-crowned stupas with thelr slanted eyes. the
decorated cha~tyas. and the abundance of stone and
metal sculptures and reliefs-reveals a building and artistic
skill and a tradition that do not exlst In any other peasant
S O C ~ ~ and
N
are at the same tlme very different from those
In the neighboring cultures of the Kathmandu Valley.
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Whlle similar religious architecture flourished in other
parts of Asia at different times. the everyday living arrangements. especially the housing, the town layout. and
the urban design characteristic of the Newars. cannot be
found anywhere else and seem specifically tied to that
people. Yet even now the population of the Kathmandu
Valley is only 500.000. and a little less than half of the
people are of Newar orlgin. The Newars also followed their
building traditions wherever they lived outside the valley.
In Pokhara and other towns where Newar traders settled.
some typical high Newar brick houses can be found.
At present much of this understanding and talent and
craftsmansh~pseems forgotten. In Kathmandu. which sets
the pace for the rest of the valley and all of Nepal. ugly.
modern imitations go up everywhere. complete with
imported commercial glass and window frames. The
handsome traditional brick buildings ere being covered
with cement to make them look "new." Neither the use of
br~ckand wood nor the settlement patterns of the Newar
towns should be abandoned. They can be developed to
fit present-day needs without destroying the beautiful
existing environment.
The question is. What will become of thls in many
ways still medieval village society that has shaped these
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towns? Its man-made environment is based on a social
and religious organization vastly different from that of the
West and on a family system that supports the social and
religious one.
The building of houslng and settlements is the physical
expression of each society. Therefore. In the past, it was
vastly different in different parts of the world. But the
Western industrial economy and society, with their new
technology. have taken over most of the world. Consequently. the Western bullding forms are penetratlng everywhere.
Many changes are urgently needed in the Kathmandu
Valley. But the buildlng tradition of the Newar culture
is a model of harmonious adaptation of the man-made
environment to the natural ecology. Over generations this
culture has developed a successful symbiosis that can
serve as a model for its economical use of resources and
land. The indigenous agricultural development, the
tradltlonal house forms. the urban design. and the artistry
of the Newars form a successful environment for the socialrel~g~ous-family
system. which is still whole. T h ~ sbalance
between environment and people must be preserved and
should form the basis for the modern~zationof the life
of the valley.

5. FESTIVALS A N D RELIGIOUS LIFE
In the Kathmandu Valley festivals rel~g~on,
and soc~al
l ~ l ehave become an Inseparable whole expressed In the
b u ~ l d ~ nofg Innumerable temples and rel~g~ous
monuments
ded~catedto a great varlety of d e ~ t ~ eMany
s
legends and
stones poss~blymore lrnaglnative and romantic than the
mythology of any other people are fled to the Images and
b u ~ l d ~ n gand
s enr~chthe elaborate r~tualsof fest~vals
Buddh~sm was practiced in the Kathmandu Valley
from earllest tlmes on The Buddha h~rnselfIS sa~dto have
come to Kathmandu to preach and later In Ashoka s
time the major~tyof the ~nhab~tants
turned Buddh~st A
constant stream of rnrnlgrants from l n d ~ aover many
centuries brought H~ndulsrn Many of these Immigrants
m and st111
were of the upper castes. and H ~ n d u ~ s was
IS pract~cedby most of the ~nfluent~al
fam~l~es
In Nepal
The Malla k~ngswere of H ~ n d u
fa~th.and so are the Shahs
always donated l~berallyto both
But both royal fam~l~es
rel~g~onsThe Newar culture and soclety have always
been tolerant New jolnt delt~es and local rel~g~ous
personages evolved and the people worsh~pedat many
jo~ntshr~nes Fest~vals regardless of what rel~g~ous
orlgln
are celebrated and enjoyed by all
OCCASIONS FOR FESTIVALS
Fest~valsin the Kathmandu Valley are an all-~mportant

part of life. and practically all of them have a religious
purpose. While the Western calendar has been officially
accepted. the traditional calendar includes innumerable
religious feasts, liberally distributed throughout the year.
many with movable dates. Some of the important festivals.
like the one in honor of Machendranath, the god of rain
and fertility. go on for a whole month. The life of the people
follows the festivals. Most work comes to a standstill
during the important celebrat~onsthat must be observed
by all. on pain of offending the gods. The big feasts are
centered around specific gods and images or temples and
are celebrated either nationally or throughout the Kathmandu Valley. There are also numerous local festivals
in which only the people from the immediate area or village
part~cipate.
Families and other groups from all over the valley and
beyond make pilgrimages to certain shrines at special
times of the year or on special occasions. For instance. at
Swayambhunath or at N~lakantha one can often see
large family groups celebrating and worsh~pingtogether.
Some have come quite a d~stanceand stay for several
days. The temples often have quarters where pilgrims
can rest. stay, and even cook their meals. Monasteries near
the Buddhist temples. which formerly housed the celibate
monks. now house the fam~l~es
of the monks and pilgrims
as well. Pashupatinath, the most holy H ~ n d utemple. is to
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the Nepalese of Hlndu origin what Benares is to the
Indians.
There are festivals to celebrate the birthdays of Lord
Buddha and Lord Krishna. as well as the birthdays of the
kings. including King Tribhuvan. who liberated the country
from the Ranas. and Prithvi Narayan Shah. who conquered and unllled the Kathmandu Valley two hundred
years ago. There are also celebrations of Mother's Day and
Father's Day, which have qutte a different meaning from
that of their Western counterparts. In addition, all ancestors
enjoy special veneration by their descendants.
Many celebrations culminate in pageants and all kinds
of dances. with people dressed in magnificent costumes
and masks. Floats. symbols and images of various gods.
and huge. elaborately decorated wagons are pulled or carrled through the streets, followed by tremendous crowds.
The masks worn by participants in the dances on festive
occasions, many representing the images of gods. such as
Bhairava or Ganesh or Hanuman, are made the year round
at spec~almask shops. Slmilar masks are also now made
for the tourist trade.
Many festivals in honor of certaln gods or groups of
deities take place s~multaneouslyIn different towns and
localittes, with sl~ghtlocal variations. All kinds of special
foods are prepared ahead of tlme. offered to the gods, and
in the end eaten by the celebrants. Flowers and flower
petals, rice grains, colored ceremonial powder. and 011
are brought to the images of the gods and used in the
celebrations. Dots of bright color are daubed on the foreheads of worshipers at festivals to identify them as particpants. MUSIC contr~butesto the celebration. There are
walklng bands with flutes, cymbals, and drums.
Animal sacrifices are still customary. At the Dakkshin
Kal~Temple. a few mtles from Kathmandu. regular sacrifices
of chickens, goats. sheep, and other animals are conducted
by local priests on behalf of the pilgrims. The sacrif~ces
take place on Saturdays at the open-air shrine located at
the bottom of a rtver gorge. The stone Images there are
sprinkled with the animals' blood, and the carcasses are
then taken home. cooked. and eaten.
Annual family festivals are celebrated at outdoor family
shrines, where the often large groups of relatives meet for
a feast once a year. The partic~pantsbring food as well as
anlmals. such as goats, for ceremonial sacrifice in front of
the outdoor family altar. The animals are then prepared
and cooked on the spot and become the main course of the
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family feast. Enormous amounts of food are consumed,
and the celebration. which is accompanied by music
contributed by family members who bring their own instruments, is completed with rice wine and marijuana.
Besides these fest~vities. special family occasions like
weddings. blrths. and deaths are observed according to
ancient social and religious rules. The importance of the
family system to the religious-festival cycle-and vice
versa-can
hardly be overestimated. Together with the
agricultural cycles. they form a cohesive social pattern
that is mutually reinforced and entirely resistant to
change.
A complete year-round list and descriptions of the
festivals are given in the excellent new book The Fesdvals
o f Nepal. by Mary Anderson. From personal observation
during her flve-year stay ~nKathmandu and from extensive
research. she has created a unique illustrated account of
the way the festivals are celebrated and the elaborate
mythology that forms their background.
All the religious festivals and the large family celebratlons are supported by the respective guthi organizations
through the guthi system of land endowment. The guthi
organizations. of whose broad social importance we have
already taken note ~n Chapter 3. are responsible for organizing and financing the feasts.
THE MACHENDRANATH AND
KUMARl FESTIVALS
The Machendranath festival, celebrated for a whole month
during the sprlng, is one of the major festivals of Nepal.
Machendranath. the god of rain and fertility, has some.of
the most beautiful temples of the Kathmandu Valley dedicated to him. In an agricultural society, he 1s of primary
importance to the people, who depend on his favor to
bring them the indispensable monsoon rains. The priests
and astrologers have always played a key role in setting
the dates for his festival and others. The priests also determine the beginning of rlce planting and other phases of
crop production, integrating the agricultural cycles with
the rel~giousones. The Machendranath festival, in which
everyone participates. regardless of religion or caste.
consists chiefly of pulling a large. decorated wagon with
wooden wheels and a very high polnted roof through the
main streets of the towns. Each day the wagon is moved
a certain distance on its prescribed path.

Patan is the main site of the festival. A week or more is
spent in decorating a huge wagon on the outskirts of town
near one of the old stupas of Ashoka. A similar but smaller
wagon IS prepared near the temple of Machendranath in
Patan.
The Image of the Red Machendranath of Bungmati is
brought to Patan for the occasion. After a great variety of
rituals and preparatory celebrations. it is put into the larger
wagon. while the smaller one is occupied by an Image
popularly known as the son or daughter of Machendranath.
One wagon is pulled to meet the other. and finally both.
precariously lurching, are pulled through the narrow main
street. mostly by hundreds of young boys, accompanied
by an uproar of shouting.
Priests ride in the boxlike structure of the Machendranath wagon, which is decorated and beribboned and
has its peaked top wound with green fir branches. Long
ropes are used to hold the unstable. high peak in place.
Thousands of people follow the t w o wagons through the
streets to the accompaniment of bands. while hundreds
more watch from the windows of the houses and from the
roofs. At the end, preceded by many rituals, the shirt of
Machendranath is displayed by a priest.
Although this IS a Newar and Buddhist festival, all
the Inhabitants of the valley worship Machendranath.
and therefore ~t IS virtually a national festival. After ~t is
over. the Red Machendranath is returned to his temple in
Bungmati.
But the most unusual festival is that of Kumari Devi.
the Living Goddess of Kathmandu. in which the king
participates to pay his respects to the young goddess.
The Kumarl Devi is selected from among several suitable
baby glrls and is brought up In a d~stinctlvefashlon for her
role as a goddess. which ends with her maturity. She is
installed in a beautiful palace of her own on Durbar Square
In Kathmandu. Once a year. to receive the adulation of the
people and the king, she is drawn through the streets in a
speclal wagon, wlth two gods. Ganesh and Bhairava.
each In his own wagon. accompanylng her.
The festival In honor of the Kumarl continues for days.
lnvolvlng many different rltuals that include a traditional
performance by masked dancers in front of her palace.
But the young glrl goddess, who is credlted with the
power of telling fortunes. has to spend her childhood alone
and shut away from other children. She can be seen
occasionally, all dressed up, at one of the elaborately

cawed windows of the palace court. Once she reaches
puberty. she goes back to her vlllage. handsomely rewarded. She may get married. but even though she is rich as a
result of her havlng been the Kumari Devi. she has great
d~fficultyin flnding a husband In a society where marriage
is essential. for any man she marries is supposedly destined
to die In a short time.
The living-goddess cult goes back to one of the Malla
klngs. Java Prakash. who ruled In Kathmandu from 1740
to 1750. At that time. the story goes, a Vanra glrl claimed
that she was possessed by the spirlt of Tallelu, the divine
mother goddess and patron deity of Nepal and its royal
families. But the king did not believe the girl and ordered
that she be banned from the town. That night one of the
queens was selzed by fits and declared that the spirit of
the goddess had entered her body. The king became frightened. offered to worship the exiled girl, acclaimed her
the Livtng Goddess Kumarl. and Instituted an annual festival for her. From then on, a Vanra girl has regularly been
chosen to become the Kumari of Kathmandu.
PRINCIPAL CULTS AND DEITIES
Without at least an acquaintance with the gods and the
religious structure and beliefs-the
other, equally important bullding block-this society cannot be understood.
The prollfic pantheon of the Newars and of the Kathmandu Valley is all-pewaswe and all-embracing. It dominates the life of everyone, and it finds expression both in
the architecture and in the festivals.
Buddhism flourishes in the Kathmandu Valley and is
the traditional religlon of the Newar people. although
thew rulers have been mainly of the Hindu faith. For the
Buddhists, the most important delty of the Newar pantheon is Ad1 Buddha. For the Hindus. the leading god is
Shiva. the creative member of the Hindu triad. Both gods
are venerated at countless stupas, temples. and shrines
throughout the valley and are represented in many different
ways.
Ad1 Buddha, the Self-exlstent One called Swayambhu.
is believed to have appeared first on the water of the lake
that is said to have covered the valley at one time. He
manifested himself there as a flame in a lotus flower and
IS worshiped in that form. The Swayambhunath Stupa was
bullt for him.
The Hindu triad-Brahma. Vlshnu. and Shiva-is wor-
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shiped in many d~fferentforms, among which the most
notable is the lingam, symbol of fertility. Pashupatinath
IS the most important Shiva temple in the valley and the
most holy Hindu shrine of Nepal.
Ganesh. Shiva's elephant-headed son. is represented
with great frequency and has innumerable shrines as a
protector of house and home. Garuda, the messenger of
Shiva. can be found handsomely represented in the Durbar
squares of Kathmandu. Patan. and Bhadgaon. Hanuman.
the monkey god, has numerous images. Indeed, one encounters everywhere' the handsome sculptures and representations of the many gods and their different incarnations as well as their guardians and symbols:
threatening soldier temple wardens, huge fierce lions.
snarl~ngdogs. elephants, bulls, snakes, and others.
Besides Buddhism and Hinduism. tantric teaching,
w h ~ & goes back to ancient pre-Vedic times. has had its
Influence o n the religious practices and mythology of
Nepal. Tantrism also reduces the differences between
Buddhism and Hinduism by creating new deities that are
worshiped in both religions. But intermarriage or eating
together does not occur between people of different
faiths any more than between people of different castes.
The erotic carvlngs of many temple struts are considered
to represent tantrlc rites. They have numerous different
explanations. none of which are very convincing. The
explanations range from the supposition that they are
sex representations of certain tantric cults to the belief that
they were commissioned by a king who wanted to stimulate the birth rate after a great loss of life from the plague.
One theory is that the depiction of sexual activit~eskeeps
lightning from striking the temples, but recently lightning
rods have been added as well. Despite all this, a temple
on Kathmandu's Durbar Square was h ~ tby lightning
during my v~sit.This event was reported in the paper.
but no explanat~onwas supplied.
Animism IS an actlve pan of many religious practices
In the valley. Cows, of course. are sacred to all Hindus
and all Nepalese. T h ~ sbelief has created a barrier to ratlonal
animal husbandry, w h ~ c hotherwise could flourish and
thereby Improve the l~vesof many people. much as it does.
for Instance, in the mountaln valleys of the Alps.
There is a snake (naga) cult among the Newars, and
numerous animals have a special place in the pantheon.
such as frogs, dogs, elephants. and crows. The Naga
d e ~ t ~ eare
s of particular importance because they are said
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to have lived in the lake that originally covered the Kathmandu Valley. Legend says that after Manjusri (or Vishnu.
In another account) drained the lake. Karkot Raja. the
king of the Nagas, went to live in a pond that still exists in
the south of the valley.
Certain trees. rivers. tanks, and streams are sacred to
both Hindu and Buddhist Newars. Stones have certain
powers and are built into piles. Spirits and ghosts roam
about at night. There are spirits who dwell at the crossroads and spir~tswho are responsible for the sickness of
children. particularly Ajima, who is also the goddess of
smallpox.
Preras. or sp~ritsof persons who have died. and other
ghosts haunt houses. All kinds of charms and amulets
are worn. most notably by children, to ward off evil spirits.
Some mothers line the eyes of babies with charcoal to
keep evil away. There are witches called boxis who seem
to have quite similar powers to those attributed to witches
in Western mythology.
All the deities and spir~ts are venerated. either for
protection or for material benefits. Each one has specific
powers. and many of them play a role in everyday life.
Consequently, the~rblessing or favor must be asked for
again and again. Neglecting them is bound to create
trouble. as countless stories aff~rm-tale after tale in which
a god's wrath is aroused by neglect or jealousy. with
terrible results for the people.
Protection of all kinds. such as for one's house, one's
ch~ldren,or a specif~centerprise, is sought. The relationship between the people and their gods is quite pragmatic
and problem-oriented. Everywhere one can observe adults
and children constantly showing respect for the gods
by bringing their images rice. colored ceremonial powder.
flowers or flower petals, and oil.
IMPORTANT TEMPLES AND SHRINES
Devout H~ndusgo dally at dawn to worship at the shrine
of Pashupatinath, often walking a d~stanceof many miles.
Even now ~t is the goal of every notable Nepalese to be
cremated after death at Pashupatinath. on the bank of the
Bagmati River. K ~ n gTribhuvan. who died In 1955 In
Sw~tzerland,was flown back to Kathmandu to receive the
last rltes In a long, elaborate ceremony at Pashupat~nath.
where his body was cremated.
The Bagmat1 River emerges from a gorge lust above

the temple. and its water is considered as holy as that of
the Ganges is at Benares. Bathers can be found at all
times on the long stairs that lead down into the river from
the temple pedestal. The temple Itself may be visited only
by Hlndus. But the temple compound and the ghats.
where the dead are cremated on huge wooden funeral
pyres. can be seen from across the river.
On the opposite bank from the temple. which can be
reached by a stone bridge, are rows of small shrines built
by different noble familles and dedicated to Shiva, enclosing the holy lingam. More mausoleums of brlck and
stone, adorned with all kinds of sculptures, stand on top
of the hill in a beautiful parkfacing themain temple. Hermits.
their emaciated bodies ashen gray. sit on the terraces along
the river. whlle monkeys climb around the balustrades of
the stone brldge.
A shrine that attracts many pilgrims the year round and
many more at fest~valtime is that of Nilakantha Budha.
which literally means "blue-necked old man." Nilakantha
Budha IS a huge stone image of Vishnu lying on a cushion
of serpents In a water tank. The f~gureis supposed to date
from the seventh century and is said to have been uncovered in a fleld by a farmer. Although thousands of
people come to worship at this shrlne. ~tis out of bounds
for the klng. For thls reason two other slmilar but smaller
statues of Vishnu lylng on a snake cushlon in the water
have been made. One is in the Balaju Garden on the outskins of Kathmandu, and the other IS on the palace grounds.
both located where the k ~ n gcan visit them at any time.
The shrine of the blue-necked Vishnu on the Water.
as the image is popularly called. is in a vlllage some distance
north of Kathmandu at the foot of the mountains at the
end of the valley. The pool is surrounded by a fenced.
paved area with a gate guarded by stone I~ons.The shrlne
area IS always full of people. Pilgrims, some with their
entire familles. s ~ In
t the shade in the paved area or wait
to go down the steps to the water to worship by throwing
flowers. garlands, and rice over the huge Vishnu figure.
Monks and holy men s ~ by
t the side of the pool In medltatlon, and women offer worsh~pers colored ceremonial
powder to daub on their foreheads.
There are many stories connected w ~ t ht h ~ sshrlne.
One of them relates that In an age long past the demons
and the gods had a dlspute that could not be resolved. To
settle ~ t a
. gigantlc cobra was laid across the top of a hill
surrounded by the ocean and a tug of war ensued. with

the demons pulling one end of the snake and the gods the
other. During the struggle the hill was displaced, and from
the water below the beautiful daughter of the ocean arose.
She was asked to settle the argument. and she chose the
gods. Vlshnu marrled her. and she became the goddess of
wealth. But the demons were angry and pushed aside the
head of the cobra, whereupon gas came out of the ocean.
and the cobra's venom was released. killing the demons.
The gas and the venom mingled together and spread
throughout the world, bringing illness to all human beings.
and eventually rose to heaven. so that even the gods
became frightened. To save the world. Vishnu drank the
venom, but ~t made him Intensely hot. His neck became
blue, his blood began to boll. and his eyes turned red. To
cool his burning body, he lay down in the water. surrounded by the cold cobra that the gods and demons had used
In their tug of war. And so it is that today a wet cloth.
which is renewed every hour. is put on the head of the
blue-necked image of Vlshnu to keep the god cool.
There are numerous versions of this legend. and countless other stories with many imaginative variations are
told about all the images. temples. and shrines of Kathmandu. These are otten embroidered wlth what seem to
be reallstic details, but realism and cause and effect in the
Western sense mean nothing to most of the people of the
valley. There are said to be some 2.700 temples in the
valley. representing many different gods and a variety of
human needs and interests: a reallty far more imponant
to those who share this environment and ~ t sbeliefs.
Bhairava. or Bhairab. a manifestation of Shiva. has
many temples and monuments. The most terrifying figure
of this deity 1s the Black (Kala) Bhairava next to the entrance to the Hanuman Dhoka Palace in Kathmandu.
Black Bhairava stands on the body of a demon. His wide
open eyes stare straight ahead. while four of his six
hands hold a trident. a sword. a human skull. and a chakra
(discus). Bhairava literally means "awe-inspiring." and the
god is meant to inspire respect and fear. There are eight
dlnerent Bhairavas venerated in the Kathmandu Valley.
includ~ngthe ones who are said to drive the wheels of the
Machendranath wagon.
Bhadgaon has a large Bhairava temple on the market
square next to the famous Nyatapola. the five-tlered
pagoda, tallest in the valley. bullt by Klng Bhupat~ndra
Malla in 1708. Klng Bhupatlndra. who ruled In Bhadgaon.
can be seen In efflgy slttlng on the large monolith faclng
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h ~ smagnificent palace on Bhadgaon's Durbar Square.
The story goes that Bhadgaon (gaon means "village")
aspired to be called a town. or Baktapur (pur means
"town"). In order to galn this status. the people decided
to build a second and larger temple in the market square,
and the Nyatapola pagoda was built. But the Bhairava
to whom the existing temple in the market was dedicated
was jealous, and he began to kill the people. The king
became worried and tried to find out why so many people
were dying. When the king enlarged the Bhairava Temple,
the god was satisfied, and the killing stopped.
Bhairava has other images and temples. A Sweta. or
White. Bhairava f~gure stands not far from the Black
Bhairava image near the palace in Kathmandu. The Sweta
Bhairava has a huge face so terrifying that it is kept concealed by a lattice. Akash Bhairava. who has a temple on
lndra Chok. the main shopping street in the old center of
Kathmandu. is supposed to be the guardian of this area.
In Kirtipur is the sixteenth-century temple of Bagh Bhairava.
where old weapons are displayed on the temple roof.
Bhairava festivals are organized to placate the god. and
on these occasions ornamented Bhairava heads are displayed to inspire awe and fear.
CONCLUSION
There are so many festlvals. shrlnes. and gods that the~r
variety and sheer numbers are overwhelming to the
Western mind. The religious diversity and tolerance also
includes Islam. and one can occasionally see some practitioners of that faith In the streets. Only Christianity was
forbidden by the Shah kings. starting with Prithvi Narayan.
who banned all Chr~stians and especially missionaries
from the valley. No Christians were permitted to enter the
country until 1951. except for the British Residents.
The festlvals and the much-celebrated gods are the
creatlve expression of the religious organization of the
people. They represent the reality of their bellefs. The
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culture of the Kathmandu Valley supports the Integration
of the individual with a society that is still strictly regulated
and stratified by the caste system.
The gods, who so very greatly influence everyday life.
have a spec~alrelationship wlth the people. There are
countless speclal-purpose deitles that can be persuaded
with presents or prayers to do what the people ask: give
protection or render parttcular services and favors. The
attitude toward rellgion is a pragmatic one: the gods can
be paclfied and persuaded to help one with his own tasks.
Each god takes care of a specific concern, but the problems. of course. are entlrely those of men.
The belief in the supernatural is an all-pervasive fact
of llfe that dominates logic and reason. Cause and effect.
which are so clearly connected in the Western mind. do
not follow one another unless ~t pleases the gods. There
is nothlng in the experience of the average person that
would lead him to question this tradition.
This questlon one cannot help but ask: What can take
the place of these festlvals. religious institutions, and
customs once Western values and thelr stress on indlvldual.
ity and competition destroy the all-important family and
religious base? Each family member now enjoys the
assurance that his work and his contribution are needed
and wanted and that in the scheme of this world ordained
by the gods he has a place. The astonishingly rich and
varied religious life and festlvals. which are truly enjoyed
by a!! the people, compensate for many hardships. There
are no social practices in the West that could posslbly
make up for thelr loss. Therefore those who work for
modernization must take care that the lnnovatlons they
Introduce, no matter how beneflclal, do not destroy the
social-religious base of the festivals. for the very selfrellance and coheslon of this society depend on these
ancient religious celebrations. While the caste system.
which has been abolished officially, separates the people.
the festivals are jointly celebrated by all and are a most
Important unifylng force.

6. CONTINUITY AND CHANGE
The questlon that has been ralsed so often. espec~ally
about the countries of Asla w ~ t hanclent cultures of thelr
own. no doubt by now has occurred to every reader Do
the so-called bless~ngsof Western clvlllzat~onand technology really Improve the llves of the peoples of the
develop~ngworld? The Kathmandu Valley had a h~ghly
developed c~vlllzat~on
and culture when much of the
Western world was a w~ldernessand technology not even
a dream Ton1 Hagen had countered t h ~ squestlon w ~ t h
' It IS wrongly formulated The people of develop~ngcountries ~ n c l u d ~ nNepal,
g
want to share the frults of Western
clv~llzat~on
and have every r ~ g hto
t do so We must reduce
thew d~fflcult~es
and keep In m ~ n dthat thls 1s a two-way
street We have so much to learn from thew ph~losophyof
I~fe,and we should approach them not only w ~ t han open
m ~ n dto Initlate change and development, but wlth
hurnll~ty and respect for thelr values. humanity. and
creativeness

"

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
In Nepal, the task IS to come to a sat~sfactoryresolution
between the fam~lytrad~t~ons
of the past. the social and
rel~g~ous
demands of an anclent caste soclety. and the
open competltlve indlv~dualismbased on mob~lemodern
technology and economlc imperatives. Perhaps this is

an lmposs~blegoal. From the viewpo~ntof the average
peasant family. and put into everyday and realistic terms.
~tmeans first of all to improve health care and to provide
new choices and a broader base for economic security.
Fundamental to these two achievements are such things
as a rel~ablewater supply. med~cala~d.a better diet. and
literacy. And ~t means effective populat~oncontrol from
the start. Education. of course. IS the most Important
means to all these ends.
Nepal's geography and ~ t slocatlon as a landlocked
country at the foot of the highest mountain range in the
world may turn out to be the key to the future as well as
being the determining factor of its history. Nepal is unique
among developing countries. since it has never been a
colony. Instead. as stated earlier, the country was completely closed to the West by its rulers to maintain its
feudal subjugat~on.virtually as a privately owned domain.
To catch up with hundreds of years of development is a
seemingly impossible task, given the geographic handicaps
of Nepal. An even greater challenge to development is
offered by the social cond~t~ons
and the economic prospects. considering the absence of any organized institutional base or communicat~onssystem before 1951. Everything had to be started at once: a communications systemtelephone, radio. roads. av~ation;education and schools:
organized health care and hospitals; a money and a bank-
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ing system; and much more. Land reform, although legalized. has been only partially carried out, and tax collectlon. as in most developing countries. is deficient.
The flrst four-year economic development plan re!led
on foreign aid for eighty percent of its needs. The fourth
plan (1970-75) still depends on ald for sixty percent of
~ t scapital. Besides that. it is an admitted fact that the
economy at present is not growing measurably and that
the goals of past economic plans have never been
reached. In a word. from any point of view. the economic
position of the country is most precarious.
Trade. Nepal's asplration to gain a share of the world
market seems all but hopeless. considering ~ t slocation
and its complete dependence on Inoia. specifically Calcutta, for a harbor. lndia virtually controls all that is shipped
In and out of Nepal; transit and trade negotiations are
lengthy and difficult: and a great deal of merchandise 1s
lost on the way. Trade with Tlbet, which historically used
to be so profitable, no longer exists.
Foreign Exchange. Most of the foreign exchange that
the country so urgently needs. since it has virtually no
industry. comes from foreign ald. Other sources are the
mercenary soldiers. who serve In the British and lndlan
armies, and the Nepalese who work in lndia and send
most of their wages home to their families. Wages In
lndia are higher than in Nepal, although very low by
Western standards. Nepalese are in demand in lndla for
many services. Finally, in recent years an Increasing amount
of foreign exchange has been earned by the growlng tour1st Industry. Tourism 1s almost entirely centered In the
small area of the Kathmandu Valley. and. while it is Important to the economy of the valley, it 1s as yet relatively
insignificant from a natlonal point of view.
Population. Although there 1s afamily-plannlng program.
which began In 1958, the number of chlldren 1s bound to
Increase in the next ten years because of Improved health
care. At present. infant mortality is still very hlgh. After ten
years of aid programs, life expectancy was raised to an
average of twenty-nlne years. The large numbers of
children one sees everywhere seem well fed, lively. and
happy. Oulte certainly most of them will produce chlldren
of their own in ten years or less. The population increase
of Kathmandu and Patan combined was over thirty per-
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cent between 1961 and 1970. Thls rate is bound to rise.
and careful plans should be made now to control populatlon growth. for such control is the sine qua non for
success in any other area.
Pollution. Because of the bowl shape of the valley. air
pollution from cars and industry is a growing danger.
Immigration into Kathmandu. together with its product.
urbanization, is only just beginning. since the roads that
will connect the city with the rest of Nepal are still not
completed. Once they are in use, many more people will
start coming to Kathmandu. thereby vastly Increasing the
pollution problem.
Sanitation. The old town centers, chlefly of Kathmandu
and Patan, are very overcrowded. and new lmmlgrants
are movlng Into these areas In the absence of any sewagedlsposal or dralnage system, sanitary condltlons, whlch
are already bad. are gettlng worse and are damaglng the
environment and the bulldlngs. besldes threatening the
health of the people Alleys and courtyards are frequently
fllled wlth dlrt. offal, and debrls that have collected for
years But the precondltlon for any urban Improvement 1s
public Investments In sewer systems, water supply.
dralnage, and the pavlng of roads Unless the ~nfrastructure and servlces are taken care of, nothlng else can
posslbly succeed Desplte twenty years of ald programs
of all klnds thls most baslc need has not been dealt wlth.
and only now 1s a survey of the water requirements of
Kathmandu belng conducted by the World Health Organlzatlon of the Unlted Nat~ons
The Modernization of Attitudes. Modern Ideas have
barely begun to be accepted except by a very few the
top layer of society who travel and study abroad Yet
these people many of whom are Brahmins-the most
prlvlleged and most educated caste-are also frequently
the most orthodox and the most strlct In the observance of
the caste rules Although recently deprlved of thelr legal
base castes closely clrcumscrlbe everyone's llfe the
posslb~l~ty
of change 1s not really recognized for ~t m ~ g h t
offend the gods
An excellent case study of the problems of ald programs In Nepal was published In Great Brltaln In 1965 by
Eugene Bramer Mlhaly Fore~gnA I and
~ Pol~rlcsi n Nepal
coverlng the cruclal years 1951-62 Durlng that perlod

the foundations were laid for present-day and future developments. The author concludes that aid programs are
by and large built on the belief or assumption that people
in traditional societies are ready and eager to change.
that they are being swept by a "revolution of rising expectations."
Mihaly states that the Western belief that Nepal was
ready for social. economic, and political change was
quite erroneous. "The majority of Nepal's inhabitants
were unaware that a way of life different from their own
even existed." he says. "Those who were aware either
refused to believe that change was possible for them or
they had a vested interest in the status quo. Most of the
peasants. who comprised about 95 percent of the population. lived at such a low standard and were in the grip
of such an iniquitous land-ownership system that their
interest in the world beyond the village boundaries was
minimal. To them the prospect of change involved unacceptable psychological and material risks. Peasants
who owned lands and made up the power structure in
village l ~ f elooked upon practically any innovation as a
dlrect threat to their position."
The Swedish economist Gunnar Myrdal. in The Challenge o f World Poveny, agrees with what Mlhaly says
and goes on to state: "The theory [of ris~ngexpectations] . . . had an optlmlstic start. When the irnpoverlshed
masses were touched by the rislng expectatlons. ~t was
believed that the new hopes would bring them to change
their world outlook, inspire them to modernize their life
and work and bring about development."
The theory that masses of people are eager to change or
expect that the West. whlch they do not know and cannot
Imagine. has anything to offer to them is entlrely flctltious.
It reflects the attitudes of the aid givers. who in many
cases have no dlrect, firsthand knowledge of the people
or countries they propose to aid.
The group of young Danish architects who actually
llved In the village of Bungmat1 for seven months reached
the conclusion that the people do not consider themselves
deprived or poor, but that they are self-rellant. have family
support. and enjoy a place where they, belong. And they
have a rich soc~allife. Certainly their highly developed
farming methods provide for them a diet that IS varied and
plentiful. But their work and thelr taxes support the government and the towns, which give them llttle or nothing in
return.

THE STATE OF THE ECONOMY
Agriculture and Forestry. The basis for positive change.
as far as a peasant society is concerned. not only in Nepal
but the world over, is land reform. While land reform was
stressed in the past by all Western ald-giving countries
and by the Unlted Natlons. lately it seems to have been
quite forgotten. Only Gunnar Myrdal, in his Asian Drama
and many of his other publications. emphatically confirms
the need for land distribution as a basis for development.
In a word, those who work the land should own it. But
overall, actual land distribution has not taken place.
despite political claims.
In Nepal. it is true. the birta system has been abol~shed.
Birta. as we have noted. were the tax-free holdings that
were given by the Gorkha klngs and Rana rulers to "desewing" officers and courtiers. These lands frequently
were cultivated by forced labor.
The Rapt1 Valley. a malar~a-~nfested
area. was recently
reclaimed by a spraying program financed malnly by
the United States, and areas of this land were distributed
to peasants. But few of them could afford the great investments required to open up virgin land. and in the end
wealthy landlords benefited once more. Land-ownership
patterns-for instance. in the fert~leTerai and other areashave not materially changed. and an exploitative tenant
system is st111widespread.
A good deal of the agricultural production from the
Terai region goes to India, for the border IS long and open
and cannot be controlled. and thus many of the Indian
rupees earned do not beneflt the national economy. The
rlce crop from the Terai has a potential market in Nepal's
highlands, where it is needed, but transportation to the
north is very difficult.
The slopes of the hills and mountains surrounding the
Kathmandu Valley are covered with forests that are
gradually being cut back. Wood is used extensively not
only for building but also for fuel. Men and women from
the vlllages can be seen in all the markets with heavy
bundles of wood for sale. Although kerosene is now being
used in many households, it has to be imported, and wood
is still used extensively for cooking. The forests of the
surrounding mountains will not be able to continue to
supply fuel for the growing population of Kathmandu. A
conservatlon and forestry program should be started now
before any more damage is done.
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Conventional economists consider subsistence farming a condition from which the farmer must be helped to a
market economy or what is called a "better life.'' (The
only necessity that the Nepalese peasants cannot produce
themselves is salt. which they obtain by barter.) But
Toni Hegen points out in his book on Nepal that there are
different conditions of subsistence farming, depending
on the water supply. irrigation systems, crop rotation.
fertilization. and other factors. While the subsistence
farmer has little or no cash to buy Industrial products, he
enjoys independence from market-price fluctuations. he
does not need transportation. and political upheavals
do not affect him materially. To the peasants of Nepal.
for instance, government and nationality have little meaning. except that they all revere the king. In fact. a subsistence farmer enjoys relative stability, a varied diet, and
control over the agricultural production cycle and therefore over his life. And he lives in a healthy pollution-free
environment.
The question about change must be asked at the level
of the independent subsistence farmer. In the Kathmandu
Valley. farming is a year-round occupation. Outside help is
needed before any real choice can be made. In order to
change agriculture from subsistence farming to market
farming. roads and means of communication are needed.
and these, of course, the farm families cannot provide for
themselves.
A farmer. once he enters the market economy. usually
finds that it 1s Impossible to go back. The peasant families.
however, cannot break out of the cycle that keeps them
working just to grow enough to survive without outside
help. A choice must be made available through ald programs. but the decislon to change is the prerogative of
each family group.
Business and Enterprise. An Industrial park has recently been opened in Balaju. just outside of Kathmandu.
Previous attempts at lndustrializatlon, begun durlng
World War II. mainly in theTerai, failed after the war, when
~t became necessary to produce competltlvely. The recently established industries. mainly around the clty of
Kathmandu, concentrate on producing "import replacements." That is. they manufacture those products that
are in greatest demand and can be readily made locally.
For instance. there are a shoe plant. a brick works. a
cigarette factory. a sugar-and-sweets factory, and plants
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producing all klnds of metal parts. A cement factory is
belng built and will be in production by 1975. Paper and
textlle mllls are also planned.
The main problem for consumer-products manufacture
is the scarcity of money. Whlle the lndustrlal Development Corporation, flnanced by the government, is trying
to support the creation of new industry through private
enterprise. the number of consumers 1s as yet too small.
There is just not enough money in the hands of the vast
majority of people to buy anything but what they most
urgently need and cannot make themselves. Agricultural
products and food are very cheap. and as a result. the
peasant farmers simply do not earn enough cash to buy
any manufactured goods that reflect the cost of imports
or machines. It is also very dlfflcult to establish competitive
production wlth Indla. whlch IS, by comparison, highly
industrialized and can manufacture consumer products
very cheaply.
For a landlocked country llke Nepal. the shipplng and
transportation problem is of overriding Importance as far
as the economlc success of the country is concerned. In
fact. the establishment of any industry meets great barriers.
because Infrastructure and tra~nedhelp are lacklng and all
machines and equipment must be imported at great expense. Slnce practically all overseas supplles come through
the Calcutta harbor. lndia virtually regulates what goes to
Nepal and at what prlce. The lootlng of shipments 1s
another hazard. Therefore the Nepalese have very limited
Investment opportunities, and what local capltal is available mostly leaves the country for investment abroad.
Based on abundant natural resources. electricity 1s the
Industry with the greatest growth potential. Its export.
however. 1s llmited to Indla. While lndia needs electrlclty.
~t1s hesltant to be dependent on Nepal. which at any time
could shut off the power supply. The production of electricity, specifically the bulldlng of dams in the mountains.
requires heavy investment. the importation of generators
and other equipment, and tlme for development. According
to Ton1 Hagen. potentials for the generation of electricity
have been extensively surveyed. and some faclllties have
been built, but much more needs to be done In this Important area.
The largest enterprise as far as employment inslde the
country 1s concerned 1s government. But In the absence
of sufficient tax income. government and adminlstratlon
must be supported by ald. At present. there is almost no

other whlte-collar employment available. Practically all
the university graduates must look to the government for
jobs.
Tourism. The most promising business by far for the
Kathmandu Valley is tourism, which not only earns ready
cash and foreign exchange but also is independent of
Import regulations, trade agreements, and the costly transportation of goods. Tourism employs large numbers of
people who earn real wages: it creates many different jobs
and generally stimulates the economy. All the recent
developments in international transportation and aviation
greatly support the development of tourism in Nepal.
which only quite recently was much too far away for most
travelers. From fewer than 2.000 visitors in 1958 and
practically none before that. 1970 saw 50.000 tourists.
and their number is increasing so rapidly that hotel construction cannot keep up.
Tourism has only just begun to reach the most accessible
places in Nepal. mainly the Kathmandu Valley and Pokhara. Most tourists have little opportunity to get into the
mountains. Although Himalayan expeditions can be
regarded as a lucrative economlc enterprise from Nepal's
polnt of view, even the more limited aspirations of most
mountaineers cannot be taken care of as yet for lack of
accommodations, transportatlon. and commun~cation in
the beautiful highlands and mountains.
In the Kathmandu Valley, unless the exlsting physlcal
surroundings-the
historic towns and monuments-are
protected and repaired. they will be lrretrlevably lost in a
period of rapid development. And with them the most
unique cultural and economlc asset of the country will be
lost. Labor is still very inexpensive in Nepal. The repair
and preservation of buildings requires much labor and
relatively few materials. It also creates many jobs and
could teach many people the old and now forgotten skills
that built these temples. monuments. and towns. The
creation of employment through renovation programs
would be another Important contr~butionto a soundly
based tourist program. The income from tourist entrance
fees could be used to ma~ntainand repair the monuments.
as IS done In other parts of the world.
The Physical Development Plan for the Kathmandu
Valley proposes to create a number of hlstoric districts.
It states, under the headlng "Special Purpose Zones":
"The fundamental principle of development of a historic

dlstrict will be the preservatlon of its unique character in
terms of style. scale, building materials. and activities."
A proposed zonlng map for Kathmandu is included in the
plan. as well as proposals for other towns and densely
settled areas. Recently an Inventory of historic architectural
monuments was prepared and documented as a basis for
a viable nat~onalconservation policy. Positive Incentives
are also needed and can take many forms, such as reduction
of taxes or outrlght contributions for maintenance of
historic buildings and areas.
The Intelligent development of tourism in the Kathmandu Valley, safeguarding ~ t stwofold base-the beauty
of the natural environment and the quality of the historic
towns and an treasures-offers assured economic success.
Income from the development of tourism. including income
from a tourist or hotel tax. could also produce enough
immediate extra cash to cover expenses for the urgently
needed human development programs. such as community
health services, literacy training, and education. Several
recent studies concerning the development of the tourist
industry propose the financing of tourist facilities through
aid programs. Such an arrangement would open a broad
range of diversfled investment possibilities in this promlsIng growth area. But ownership of hotel and tourist
facilities. which at present IS almost entirely controlled
by members of the royal family, must eventually be diversified.
The protection, preservatlon, and rehabilitation of
historic monuments. so essential if tourism is to succeed.
have been carried out successfully in many old citles in
Europe. For instance. the skyline of Rome is protected:
high-rise build~ngsmay only be built outside the hlstorlc
city. Many old towns in Switzerland and Germany have
strict regulations pertaining to advertising signs. neon
Ilghts. and the helght of new construction, as well as the
materials used. Cars are being increasingly eliminated
from streets In city centers. which are then turned over to
pedestrians.
In a developing country like Nepal. such guidelines
or rules may seem out of place in the struggle to achieve
economic viablllty and growth. But the polnt is that the
historic environment and monuments and the quallty.
beauty, and diversity of the old towns offer the best existlng means. through tourism. to create economic independence, as well as many more jobs. This does not
mean that other kinds of economic development, such as
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agricultural diverslfication. the bullding of dams for generating electricity, mlneral exploration. and especially road
building, should be neglected.
FOREIGN AID
In 1951, after the country was abruptly "opened" to the
West. modernlzatlon and change were made the goal of
government pollcles-an actlon that represented a complete reversal of former pollcles Slnce then Nepal nas
become the reclplent of more "ald ' from pract~callyall
the developed countrles of the world. as well as from ~ t s
neighbors. than any other country of ~ t sslze
The reason 1s Nepal s locatlon. as polnted out by
Pashupatl Shumshere Rana, dlrector of the Center for
Economlc Development and Admlnlstratlon (CEDA)
whlch was establlshed In Kathmandu In the late 1960s.
wlth Ford Foundation help, to traln government employees
"We have struck polltlcal 011 by our locatlon between
Chlna and Indla. the result 1s a lastlng flow of ald " Pashupat1 Shumshere 1s an Oxford-tralned economist who 1s
also the grandson of the last Rana prlme mlnlster and
mlght have become the Rana ruler of the country except
for the revolution of 1951
Aid Programs. One of the chlef purposes of ald programs 1s to develop the infrastructure, especially transponatlon. and institutions that will make economic Investment profitable for private business and forelgn Investments. Another is to create polltical stability.
The largest donor of ald IS Indla. Traditionally. Nepal's
political refugees have gone to that country. whlch also
has a direct Interest in Nepal's stability and political future
as a buffer state. Politically, Nepal is an unaligned country. It maintains relations wlth all Western countries. with
India. with Russla, and with China. As a result. there are
active aid programs with all these countries, but the
programs are not coordinated at all.
A number of industrial plants have been establlshed
with the help of ald programs: the brlck works and shoe
factory with Chlnese ald and the cigarette factory wlth
Russlan help. The projected cement plant has several
donors, and more ald IS planned. Some of the difficulties
lnvolved in establishing self-supporting lndustrles have
been discussed earher In this chapter. The establishment
of lndustrlal plants 1s not only a highly v~slbleform of aid;
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it also creates jobs. and ~ t sproducts are another bonus to
the donor.
China 1s also supporting a department store where
many Chinese-made baslc consumer products are sold
very cheaply. such as soap, kerosene stoves and kerosene.
cotton yard goods. matches, and numerous other items.
But Nepal also harbors 50.000 refugees from Tibet. and
the traditional communication wlth the north is limited.
The Tribhuvan Raj Path to India. the first and most
Important transportation link with the outside world. was
built by the Indian army and opened In 1956. It has been
maintained by lndla all these years because Nepal cannot
afford its upkeep, mainly for the reason that ~t is often
damaged during the monsoon. Whlle ~tis used to capacity.
~t is often partly closed, desplte very high maintenance
costs.
Chinese aid has bullt t w o maln roads. One of these.
running to Kodali on the northern border. Nepal also flnds
too costly to maintain. and it is hardly used at all. The
other road, which was recently completed and runs west
to Pokhara. should get more use, including some by
tourists. But to spur economic growth along a road.
ancillary and addltlonal Investments are needed. and these
have not yet been made.
Road building is also a highly vislble and necessary
form of aid. and therefore road-build~ngprojects are supported by many ald programs. as well as by the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (the World
Bank). But addltlonal Investments in reglonal economic
development are needed to make roads useful to the
people. Roads alone cannot promote development. and
they cost a great deal to maintain. This has been the
experience of many developing countrles that were persuaded to bulld roads.
At the present tlme. a vast road system designed to
open up the rest of Nepal and especially to connect Kathmandu wlth other areas of the country IS under construction and already partly in use. Different sections are flnanced by different countrles, Including Great Britain and
the United States. The main highway running the length
of the country 1s located In the south in the flat Teral, where
road bulldlng 1s relatively easy. To bulld a road through
the middle of the country or through the mountains would
be too difficult, expensive. and time-consuming. Northsouth feeder roads are planned and are belng bullt at
strategic polnts to connect towns and valleys In the

mountains w ~ t hthe east-west highway. The strategy.
according to the National Plannlng Commission of Nepal.
is to establish economic growth poles or growth centers in
conjunction with the north-south roads and thus to
support regional development, w ~ t hcoordinated transportation.
Air transportation Inside the country by helicopter
would seem an obvious answer, considering the difficulties In building roads in the mountains. But helicopters
made available by the United States, although much
faster than any other means of transportation, are st111
much too expensive to be considered for use in anyth~ng
except emergencles.
There are more airports now. and air transportation.
using small planes. IS ava~lableto a growing number of
areas of Nepal. The main problems are the weather hazards
In the mountains and the complete unreliabillty of schedules. due in part to the absence of telecommunications.
Even on the internat~onalroutes, alr trafflc IS frequently
erratic, and slnce there is no radar even in Kathmandu.
alr travel IS restricted to daytime flights. All air transport
1s llmlted to a small number of wealthy Nepalese and to
tourists and other fore~gners.Air freight is very expenswe.
Although air transportation can avoid the shipp~ngand
translt complicat~onswith India and especially Calcutta
harbor, l n d ~ amust agree to fl~ghtsover her territory in the
case of alr sh~pmentstraveling the internat~onal route
vla Bangkok.
lns~deNepal and espec~allyIn the Kathmandu Valley.
aerial cables and ropeways. some bulk by the United
States Agency for lnternat~onal Development (USAID).
have greatly fac~litatedthe transport of goods.
Telephones exlst so far only in Kathmandu. and communlcatlon IS a great problem. Telecommunication programs. whlch w ~ lexpand
l
the telephone system, are being
flnanced by the Unlted States and the World Bank through
the lnternat~onal Development Agency (IDA) and are
under development for all major population centers in
Nepal.
The Misdirection of Aid. The thrust of all a ~ dprograms
1s to show tang~bleresults or v ~ s ~ b lImprovements
e
as
qulckly as poss~blefor polltlcal reasons, lnvestments in
much-needed soc~al programs and educat~on do not
show. and therefore they have low prior~t~es.
Development
programs must also contr~buteto GNP growth or show

economlc gains that can be quantif~edunder the heading of economic performance. Furthermore, since foreign
currency is needed to buy industrial products. preferably
from the donor countries, export-producing investments
are preferred.
The main problem with evaluating economic performance purely by GNP growth IS that this takes no account
of social and human investments. such as education.
health care. and all ch~ld-relatedprograms. or housing and
such matters as a water supply and sewage disposal.
All the above require large investments. and ~t may take
years until measurable economic returns accrue, if at all.
As a result, many developing countries are pushed into
programs that show immediate economic returns that in
the long run may not only be undesirable but also even
have adverse results for the major~tyof the people. Or
the programs favor profit-oriented prlvate investment that
benefits the small upper class and foreign investors. a
course that further increases the gap beween rich and
poor. In a country as completely isolated for practically
all its history as Nepal was. and a country that has virtually
no institutional base. it is espec~allyimportant to invest
In human development, whlch eventually is the soundest
basis for economic success.
The foreign off~cialsinvolved In aid programs know at
best a few of the upper-class government officials who
have recelved a Western educat~on. Frequently the aid
givers do not know how the major~tyof the people live. let
alone what them asplratlons are. The foreign technical consultants. ohen highly paid academics, for the most part
spend only a few days or weeks in the country.
Western experts, mainly economists. rely heavlly on
statistics. research. and lnformat~on collected by the
governments of the countries ~nvolved.But the question
of how a developing country is to produce accurate information if vast numbers of its people are Illiterate or
lead a migratory l ~ f eis apparently never asked.
The World Bank's i n ~ t ~ a
study
l
of Nepal, on whlch
Investments of mill~onsof dollars were based. was made
by a team of five full-time and two part-time bank members. all economists. lncludlng one agricultural economist
as consultant. The mlsslon spent about three weeks in
Nepal in 1969. Can anyone really evaluate the economy
and development potential of a country wlth Nepal's
geography and divers~tyof people in three weeks? Not
a single person on the team was an expert In human or
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s o c ~ l ldevelopment. Yet here. as everywhere else, the
World Bank's reports and investment patterns greatly
influence all other aid givers and prlvate investments from
abroad. It IS not surprising that many of the a ~ dprograms
benefit mainly a very small upper class. In many cases.
aid programs ignore the life of the very large poor majority.
which becomes progressively worse. Migration to the
cities---caused by the mechanizat~on of agriculturelack of employment in urban areas, and pollution have
frequently increased the problems of the poor: the results
of misdirected development.
Another problem. also pointed out by Toni Hagen. is
that many foreign advisers and specialists can write reports but do not know how to do things in practice.
especially when it comes to farming or building or where
pract~calexperience and demonstrations in the fleld are
needed.
The aid glvers have one of two motlves, depending on
the country's priorities: either political influence or profitable economlc investment. Frequently they have both.
This kind of motivation has been shown in the studies
made concerning Nepal, in which it can be observed as the
rationale of most aid programs by all the different countries
~nvolved.Aid programs began in Nepal only after 1951.
That IS, most aid-giving countries had plenty of experience
in other parts of the world and could have learned from that.
But they d ~ dnot. Sw~tzerlandis the one exceptlon, and
Swiuerland is not politically motivated. By taking more
time, lasting improvements were achieved for many people.
especially the peasants, who are d~rectlyinvolved.
or another made
Physical development plans of one k ~ n d
wlth the help of foreign professional consultants can be
found In all developing countries. financed in part by the
countries themselves. Few of these plans are implemented.
since they fail to deal with the polit~calreal~t~es
and the
exlsting power structure.
The speedup of one-sided. misdirected development
d
that does not succeed even by its own l ~ m ~ t estandards
of GNP growth can only Increase the diff~cultiesof growing numbers of poor disenfranchised people around the
world. while a very small upper class is getting r~cher
everywhere. Without investments in people. development
cannot possibly succeed. And this requlres a fundamental
reorlentation of all aid and World Bank programs throughout the develop~ngworld and also in Nepal.
Yet even today in the Kathmandu Valley. the most
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advanced area of Nepal. life in the villages has hardly
begun to be affected by the outside world. In other words
there is still tlme to redirect the oriorities.

PROPOSALS FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT
The Physical Developmenr Plan for rhe Kathmandu
Valley lists specific objectives as part of its recommendations concerning future development. The first three are
as follows:
1. To preserve the historic and present image of the
valley.
2. To preserve valuable agricultural land.
3. To develop an efficient transportation system for
the valley.
One Important proposal recently made is to develop a
new town next to the Kathmandu-Patan urban centers
in order to decongest the old centers. which are becoming
thoroughly damaged by overcrowding, and to rationally
channel and concentrate the new growth instead of
spreading it piecemeal all around the Kathmandu-Patan
area and into the best agricultural land on the valley floor.
The new town would channel the new growth into
one area. w ~ t hshopping and services and new commercial construction. This would eliminate a lot of wasteful roads result~ngfrom sprawl, save much agricultural
land, and create bener. less costly living and housing
conditions. It also would give the historic center a chance
to be renovated without great population pressure and
wlthout imposing incompatible modern construction on
the town center. which is clearly unable to accommodate
the traff~c and the business generated by new off~ce
developments. The office blocks recently built in Kathmandu wlth imported materials and construction methods
are out of scale and out of tune w ~ t hthe historic environment.
It was Carl Pruscha, the United Nations consultant to
the Department of Hous~ngand Physical Planning, who
measure
suggested the Idea of b u ~ l d ~ nagnew town-a
that would take care of both historic preservation and
the organization of growth in a planned way. savlng the
agr~culturalland.
Other historic towns have successfully dealt with this
problem-for
instance. Siena, in Italy. a medieval town
of unmatched quality and beauty. Siena is the seat of the
famous Cathedral of Siena and the Palio, the horse race

that takes place annually on its medieval town square and
is a great attraction for tourists from all over the world.
There is no room lor cars in the old center, and certainly
not for any modern high-rise buildings.
When railroads were first built, in the nineteenth
century. the new station of Siena had to be located outside the historic town for lack of room. A new town grew
up around the railroad, separated geographically and
visually from the historic one. The new town has been
expanding. with all modern facilities. new housing, and
commercial and industrial development, and w ~ t h o u dist
turbing the historic one. Yet the t w o complement each
other.
The historic town has lost nothing In activity. It is st111
the traditional regional market center and is alive with
v~sitors, sightseers. spec~alty shops, and administrative
and commercial activities. The medieval city hall, the
cathedral, and the market square are centers of activity.
The old town is preserved as a historic monument, and
many people prefer to live there, while others l ~ k eto live
in the new town, which offers qulte a different environment, modern llving accommodations. and new commercial enterprise. The two towns are connected by new
roads, the d~stanceof a short bicycle ride.
The Kathmandu-Patan area could develop along s~milar
I~nes.Slnce the publication of the Phys~calDevelopmenr
Plan. further plans are under way for the necessary controls, the road network. and the establishment of the
legal framework of special-purpose zones. hlstorlc dlstrlcts. and recreation zones. Kathmandu, by implementing
controls and gulding ~ t sown future. can yet control ~ t s
destlny if the right decisions are made now. But tlme IS
running out, as can be seen by the new build~ngactlvltles
and developments In the center of the c~ty.
Moreover, any new urban development In the Kathmandu Valley should proflt from the indigenous concentrated Newar settlement patterns. This would allow
modern transportation access to concentrated residential
areas. whlle keeplng motor trafflc outs~deof the pedestrlan communltles. Brick bulld~ngs slmllar to the row
houses of the Newars. but w ~ t hmodern mechanical
Improvements, are infinitely more suitable in the climate
and environment of Kathmandu than Imported Western or
Indian house forms.
Kathmandu also has the advantage of belng able to
learn from the m~stakesthe capltals of other developlng

countries have made. Many of these cities are overwhelmed

by completely haphazard immigration and growth. whlch
threaten the economlc future of mill~onsof people who
cannot find jobs after leaving the land. Cities all over the
world are now working on decentralizat~onplans. From
Seoul to Cairo, from Caracas to Teheran. such decentralization plans have been made-mostly too late.

THE URGENT FUTURE
The question that finally must be asked again is this:
What can the West offer to the inhabitants of Nepal. and
particularly of the Kathmandu Valley. who have lived the
same way for thousands of years and have developed a
remarkably self-sufficient and stable way of life? Most of
them do not have any use for Western technology. Unless
we can help solve their human problems. such as providing health care, means of population control. and the
kind of education that will enhance rather than disrupt
thelr way of I~fe.we are not really solving any problems but,
instead. are creatlng more. Unless we address ourselves
to the human problems of Kathmandu. we cannot solve
those of Nepal or the developing world. The challenge
for the people of the Kathmandu Valley is to build their
own future based on their own past and their own values
and roots. uslng. where needed. the technology and Ideas
of the West.
The results of the "first development decade" of the
1960s. as enunciated by the United Nat~ons.are in by now.
They show that economic growth is stagnant in most
developing countries all over the world. especially in
Asia, although. as we have noted, the GNP measurements
used can hardly reflect the well-being of the people. Wlth
a few exceptions. the economic growth projected by the
a ~ d - g ~ v i ncountries
g
and planned by the governments of
the countries involved has not been achieved. Worse
than that, human misery and malnutrition have expanded
practically everywhere: illiteracy and unemployment have
Increased; and population growth is out of control.
Immigration into the cit~esand urbanization proceed at
enormous speed. creating human degradation and ever
more chaotlc pollution of the environment. The Unlted
Nations Conference on the Human Environment. held in
Stockholm in June 1972. took some Initial steps to confront these problems on a worldw~debasis. but for many
developlng countries it 1s too late.
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SUMMARY
Nepal and, in particular. the Kathmandu Valley have
traditionally been self-sufficient, chiefly in agricultural
production. Development as yet is far behind that of most
of Asla. T h ~ smay be fortunate for Nepal, because the aidgiving countries, the international agencies. and. most
of all, the developing countries involved must critically
re-evaluate aid programs.
The one-sided goals of aid programs in terms of building infrastructure to make it profitable for foreign investors
to set up industries must be scrutinized in terms of improving the life of the majority. The transplanting of
technology has failed or created more inequality. The
deteriorating conditions in developing countries cannot
become better by the increase of politically oriented aid
or larger investments by the World Bank. More of the
same will produce only more dlsmal results.
The history of the lovely Kathmandu Valley has left the
present generation with an extraordinarily rich heritage.
It has also left them with the most difficult d~lemmas.
The people have inherited a magnificent man-made
environment built by long artistic tradition, yet much of its
human base and the craftsmanship and skills have been
lost. The inherited temples. towns. and works of art are
monuments of great beauty and imagination. but they
require large investments for maintenance and upkeep
lf they are to be p r e s e ~ e d .The people have a strong
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soclal tradition anchored in religion that prescr~besevery
detail of living and has a place for everyone. but outside
the traditional family system, communal arrangements
are weak and cooperation is often entirely lacking. The
people have evolved a rich, religious life. festivals. and
celebrations that relieve the endless drudgery of farming.
but labor-saving devices are not used because of religious
taboos and ceremonies that prescribe traditional methods.
The relationship between cause and effect is not recognized. slnce ~t cannot be reconciled with the wishes of
the gods, who still dominate every phase of the everyday
life of most people. Nepal has a sophisticated literature.
but most people today cannot read or write. A very few
have unlimited wealth and a great deal of power, but most
have very llttle cholce In making decisions about the~r
own lives. Nepal has never been under colonial rule. and
t h ~ sis most important for the present ~ndependenceand
self-confidence of the people. Yet their own rulers have
until quite recently stood in the way of all improvements
and modernization.
The long isolation and feudal rule are still a vital part
of the present. The future holds accelerated change.
Modernization is urgently needed. The responsibility of
the present rulers is to set the priorities and to organlze
change in a coherent way for the benefit of all. The future
of Nepal. in order to be soundly based. must be built upon
what IS posltive from the past: Nepal's physical artist~c
heritage.
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